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SUMMARY

This thesis describes an experimental study of a field-reversed

compact torus configuration which is generated and sustained by a

rotating magnetic field. Earlier studies of this so-called "rotamak"

concept used rotating magnetic fields of limited duration (̂ 15 ys).

The present work extends these studies to a longer timescale O60 ys).

The rotating magnetic field is produced by feeding RF currents,

dephased by 90°, through two orthogonal Helmholtz coils which are

wound around the outside of a spherical Pyrex vacuum vessel. Line

generators are used to supply the RF current pulses. The experiments

are performed using an argon plasma.

From measurements of the driven toroidal current, two rotamak

operating modes are identified. Detailed poloidal flux contour measure-

ments prove that these modes are associated with either a closed mag-

netic field line, compact torus configuration or an open magnetic

field line, mirror-like structure. In the compact torus configuration

the driven toroidal current is shown to vary linearly with the magni-

tude of the externally applied equilibrium field. For the same

initial conditions of filling pressure and externally applied equili-

brium field, the plasma discharges are highly reproducible. The

magnetic structures of the discharges are studied in detail for three

such sets of initial conditions. In particular, poloidal flux con-

tours are derived for each of the three conditions.

Although no toroidal magnetic field is externally imposed in

these experiments, under certain conditions a toroidal field is

observed to be present. The toroidal field is in opposite directions

in the upper and lower halves of the minor cross section.

Measurements of the input power into the plasma show that this

power is largely determined by the characteristics of the line-
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generators. The variation of this input power with time can explain

all the features observed in the plasma discharges.

The effects of a conducting "shell" around the vacuum vessel

are also investigated.
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INTRODUCTION

Tokamaks are undoubtedly the most technologically advanced of

the present generation of fusion devices and are close to achieving

scientific break-even. Nevertheless this still falls significantly

short of the ultimate goal of an electricity-generating fusion reac-

tor, and it remains to be shown that a tokamak reactor can be tech-

nically and economically realised. Indeed, as a reactor, the tokamak

suffers a number of potential drawbacks:

— it is inherently a pulsed device (though increasing

attention is being paid to current-drive schemes

to overcome this limitation)

— it is geometrically complex from an engineering view-

point (which has significant implications for the

remote disassembly required for first-wall replace-

ment)

— it has a low g-value (and hence a low power density)

— it requires a large minimum size (dictated by the

anomalously-enhanced transport coefficients)

— it has a high capital cost (arising from the large

size and low power density).

For these reasons, interest in alternate concepts has been sustained

(i.e. tandem mirrors, bumpy tori, inertial confinement, etc.)

One alternate concept attracting interest in recent years is the

so-called compact torus (CT) concept, i.e. a toroidal configuration

in the limit of small aspect ratio. The magnetic field configuration

of such a device consists of a combination of closed and open poloidal

field lines as shown in Figure 1.1. In general, the separatrix is

not spherical like that shown in Figure 1.1, but is more commonly

oblate or prolate. These magnetic fields are usually generated with
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FIG. 1.1 Magnetic field configuration of a compact
torus device. Bp is the poloidal mag-
netic field; Bj is the possible toroidal
ma'gnetic field. The origin of the cylin-
drical coordinate system (r,6,z) used
throughout this thesis is also indicated.
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external coils in combination with either beams of high-energy

particle? or thermal plasma currents. Tn addition, a toroidal field

may be included.

Since structural components, such as blankets and coils, do not

link the plasma toroid, the engineering promises to be simpler than

in more conventional toroidal devices. CT devices also promise

higher B-values.

The various schemes used to generate CT configurations and their

current status will be reviewed in Section 1.1.

An alternative to these schemes is the rotamak approach. This

retains the basic engineering advantages of the general CT concept

while further offering a quasi-static formation scheme and the promise

of steady state operation. The rotamak will be described in Section

1.2. The rotating field technique on which it is based will be

reviewed in Section 1.2.1. The preliminary rotamak experiments of

HUGRASS et al. (1980a) together with other related experiments will be

reviewed in Section 1.2.2.

The work reported in this thesis is a continuation of these

earlier studies and its scope will be outlined in Section 1.3.

1.1 REVIEW OF COMPACT TORUS RESEARCH

As previously mentioned, a compact torus is a low-aspect ratio,

axisymmetric, closed magnetic field configuration with no vessel walls

or magnetic field coils linking the plasma toroid. Such a configura-

tion combines the geometric simplicity of a linear, open-ended system

with the good confinement properties of a closed-field-line system.

The potential reactor advantages of such devices are:

— simple vacuum vessel, coil and blanket geometry

— high engineering B-values

— possible translation of plasma toroid along a guide
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field enabling the "formation chamber" to be

separated from Llie "burn chamber" (with its

high neutron wall loading).

Historically, a number of diverse and largely unrelated

approaches have been used to generate such configurations, and they

include plasma guns, high-energy particle layers and field-reversed

theta pinches. While these experimental approaches differ signifi-

cantly, the resulting plasma/field configurations have many common

features, and nowadays they are generally classified as follows:

Particle ring experiments

Spheromaks

Field-reversed
configurations (FRC)

particle gyroradius
plasma minor radius

>1

<1

<1

Toroidal
Magnetic Field

YES or NO

YES

NO

The first broad subdivision depends on whether the configuration

is maintained by a separate sheath of high-energy (large gyroradius)

particles gyrating about the central axis or by thermalized plasma

currents. The latter are further subdivided on the basis of a toroidal

field. From magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) theory, stability in a closed

field-line system can be achieved only by shear. Yet shearless (i.e.

no toroidal field), field-reversed-theta-pinch configurations have

been observed to exist for many Alfvfin transit times. This stability

is believed to be attributable to non-MHD effects such as finite

Larmor radius effects. Nevertheless, many feel that the inclusion of

a toroidal field may still be desirable. Theoretical studies have

indicated that an ideal-MHD-stable configuration with toroidal field

should be achievable in an oblate CT with a close-fitting conducting
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shell. Those devices possessing only a poloidal field are now

referred to as "field reversed configurations" or FRCs, while those

also possessing a toroidal field are referred to as "i;pheromaks".

Progress in the various CT approaches will now be briefly

summarized.

Particle Ring Experiments

The present particle ring experiments evolved from the ASTRON

concept (CHRISTOFILOS (1958)) in which pulses of relativistic elec-

trons were injected into a solenoidal field to form a cylindrical

sheath (E-layer) of high-energy electrons gyrating about the central

axis. The magnetic field associated with this current sheath, in

principle, then combined with the oppositely-directed solenoidal field

to produce a closed-magnetic-field configuration. As successively more

electron pulses were injected, the E-layer was expected to gradually

build-up until field-reversal was obtained. In practice, however, com-

plete field-reversal was not achieved (CHRISTOFILOS et al. (1971)).

With improvements in technology, it became feasible to form field-

reversed electron rings (E-rings) using a single electron pulse. The

first field-reversed E-ring was achieved at Cornell by injection into

a mirror-field filled with neutral gas (ANDREWS et al. (1971)). These

E-rings experiments are still continuing, in particular in the RECE-

Christa device at Cornell where compression, transport and merging of

E-rings have been demonstrated, and field-reversal lifetimes in excess

of 1 ms have been achieved (TUSZEWSKI et al. (1979); DAVIS et al. (1977)).

However, the synchrotron radiation emitted by the relativistic

electrons is considered prohibitive for a fusion reactor. Consequently,

the more difficult technology of light ion rings is now being studied

(SUDAN and OTT (1974)). Using proton beams, KAPETANAKAS et al. (1980)

at NRL have reported transient field-reversal for some tens of nano-
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seconds. At Cornell, DREIKE ct al. (1981) have formed partially field-

reversed proton ring?, and have demonstrated propagation and reflec-

tion from a magnetic mirror. It is hoped that steady state operation

will ultimately be achieved by periodic ion ring injection.

The large orbits of the high-energy particles (which invalidate

the application of MHD theory) are believed to produce stability

against gross MHD-type perturbations. This has led to suggestions of

possible hybrid systems where a particle ring is incorporated into a

spheromak or FRC, to provide stability and additional heating (see,

for example, TURNBULL and SUDAN (1982)).

A comprehensive review of the particle ring approach has been

given recently by FINN and SUDAN (1982).

Field-Reversed Configurations

Field-reversed configurations can be generated in theta-pinches

by first embedding, in a preionized plasma, an axial bias field

oppositely directed to the field subsequently generated by the main

theta-pinch discharge. These oppositely directed magnetic fields

break and reconnect to form a system of closed field loops encircling

the plasma. Tension in the magnetic field lines then causes axial

contraction which proceeds until equilibrium is attained. The final

CT configuration has a very elongated (prolate) cross section. Such

configurations were observed in early theta-pinch experiments where

the primary current was provided by a "ringing discharge" which

produced oppositely directed axial fields in successive half periods.

This so-called "reversed-field trapping" was observed to lead to the

emission of neutrons and soft X-rays which were indicative of a high

temperature plasma. This prompted more detailed studies of the

effects of "trapped magnetic fields" (see, for example, KOLB et al.

(1959); BODIN et al. (1962a,b); GREEN (1963)).
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These early FRCs typically lasted only a few microseconds.

The reason for the short lifetimes was not always clear, but may have

been associated with resistive tearing modes. Certainly, in some

experiments (BODIN (1963); KALECK et al. (1969)), tearing modes were

observed to divide the elongated plasmas into a number of discrete

field-reversed plasmoids which then tended to coalesce as the axial

contraction proceeded. Tearing instabilities now appear to have been

suppressed by impurity control and elimination of magnetic field

perturbations (e.g. probe ports).

Of particular interest are the more recent FRX experiments at Los

Alamos (ARMSTRONG et al. (1981a)) the Kurchatov experiments (ES'KOV et

al. (1979)) and the experiments at the Japanese universities of Osaka,

Ninon and Nagoya (MINATO et al. (1982)). The FRX-A and FRX-B experi-

ments produced results which are reasonably typical, namely, confined

plasmas with R ̂ 4 cm, a ̂ 2 cm, L ̂ 35 to 50 cm, T 1̂30 eV, T. ̂ 150 to
6 1

800 eV and n ̂ 1 to 4 x 1015 cm"3, and configurations which remain

stable for up to ̂ 50 ps prior to termination by an n = 2 (toroidal

mode number) rotational instability. The FRX studies are now being

continued on FRX-C which is approximately twice the size of the earlier

experiments.

The lifetimes obtained in these recent experiments represent many

Alfv6n transit times across the plasma radius. This apparent stability

is surprising and has been the subject of numerous theoretical inves-

tigations. It has now been concluded (see summary by ARMSTRONG et al.

(1981b)) that all ideal MHD modes should be stable except the tilting

mode and the high n-number (with poloidal mode number m = 1) axial and

radial kinks. The latter are assumed to be stabilized by finite

Larmor radius effects. Tilt instabilities have been observed in only

a very few experiments (CLARK and WUERKER (1962), HOFFMAN et al. (1981)),
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and again it is possible that finite Larmor radius effects provide

the stabilizing mechanism.

Most field-reversed theta-pinches develop a n = 2 rotational

instability (LINFORD et al. (1979); SEYLER (1979)). The cause of

the initial rotation is still a matter of speculation. The rotation

develops after a substantial fraction of the plasma and the flux have

been lost. Possible explanations include particle loss with preferen-

tial angular momentum (BARNES and SEYLER (1979)) and end-shorting of

open field lines (STEINHAUER (1981)). However, a rotational instab-

ility has not been observed in the Kurchatov experiments (ES'KOV et al.

(1975,1979)) where the overall confinement time (̂ 100 us) is limited

only by decay of the external field. There are indications that the

instability can be suppressed by the addition of a multipole field

(MINATO et al. (1982); HOFFMAN et al. (1982); McKENNA et al. (1982)).

Another result of particular significance is from the new FRX-C

experiment in which plasmas with (major radius/ion Larraor radius)

ratio of ̂ 30 have been produced with no adverse effects (SIEMON et al.

(1982)). This is over twice as large as in the earlier FRX-A and

FRX-B experiments. It had been feared that various MHD instabilities

would appear as the above ratio was increased, since finite Larmor

radius effects are believed to be responsible for the good gross

stability. The limiting value of the above ratio could be crucial, •

as it could limit field-reversed-theta-pinch plasmas to small sizes

and hence have severe implications on the practicality of a reactor.

Overall, the results appear encouraging. The major problems

remaining include the reduction of particle and energy losses, and

methods for sustaining the configuration.

Spheromak Experiments

The current interest in the spheromak concept stems largely from
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the encouraging results provided by theoretical studies. The ideal

MHD stability of spheromak configurations has been investigated both

analytically (BUSSAC et al. (1979); ROSENBLUTH and BUSSAC (1979)) and

numerically (OKABAYASHI and TODD (1980); GAUTIER et al. (1981)). The

effects of ellipticity, aspect ratio, current profile and location of

the conducting wall have been examined. It has been concluded that

an oblate spheromak with central hole along the symmetry axis should

be stable to fixed boundary ideal MHD modes up to a maximum engineer-
«

ing-beta value of ̂ 0.15 (OKABAYASHI and TODD (1980)). This compares

with a typical tokamak figure of ̂ 0.03 or less. Even larger beta

values may be possible if hollow toroidal plasma current profiles

are permitted (OKABAYASHI and TODD (1980); GAUTIER et al. (1981)).

All free-boundary modes are predicted to be stabilized by a close-

fitting conducting shell. Overall, these studies have indicated that

a stable spheromak with a useful beta value should be attainable.

However, many uncertainties remain with regard to resistive and non-

MHD modes.

Experimentally, spheromak configurations have been generated by

a variety of means. The earliest method involved coaxial plasma guns

(ALFVEN (1958); ALFVEN et al. (I960)). This technique has been

revived at Los Alamos where a magnetized coaxial plasma gun has been

used to inject spheromak plasmas into flux-conserving shells of

various shapes. With prolate cylindrical shells, a tilting mode was

observed (jARBOE et al. (1980)). No tilting was observed in an oblate

shell, and, with the addition of a weak external field, decay times of

1̂50 ys were achieved (ARMSTRONG et al. (198la)). These experiments

are now continuing at Los Alamos in the CTX facility which is a special

vacuum chamber into which CTs can be injected either from a coaxial

plasma gun or from the FRX-C device (FURTH (1980)). The initial
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results indicated that the temperatures (̂ 10 eV) of the coaxial gun-

produced plasmas in CTX were limited by impurity radiation losses

(HOIDA et al. (1981); HENINS et al. (1981)). More recent results

using a background gas fill have achieved spheromaks with lifetimes

of about 0.8 ms and temperatures up to ̂ 60 eV (BARNES et al. (1982)).

Similar experiments are underway at Livermore where a coaxial

gun is being used to inject a plasma toroid into the BETA-II

(formerly 2XIIB) facility. Again, impurity radiation appears to be

a problem (TURNER et al. (1981)) . It is intended that tangentially-

injected neutral beams will be used to heat and sustain the configura-

tion (SIMONEN (1981)). Earlier attempts to achieve field-reversal

using neutral beams alone, failed to produce complete reversal

(TURNER et al. (1979)). The main problem foreseen with this use of

neutral beams is that collisional interactions will cause the elec-

trons to "spin-up" eventually cancelling the toroidal current, though

there have been suggestions on how to overcome this problem (HAMMER

and BERK (1982)). It should be noted that this is the converse of

the problem encountered in the rotamak where ion spin-up may prove

troublesome. Since supplementary heating will almost certainly be

required in the rotamak, appropriately directed neutral beam injec-

tion may be the ideal solution.

Another approach to spheromak formation is offered by the vor-

tex ring compressor experiments of WELLS et al. (1978). Here conical

theta-pinch guns produce pairs of plasma vortex rings at the centre

of a mirror field. A second mirror field provides further compres-

sion and heating. Stable equilibria lasting 5̂ ys with T. ̂ 5 keV

and n 2̂ x 1023 m~3 have been reported (WELLS et al. (1978)).

At the University of Maryland a program has been initiated to

generate spheromak plasmas by a combination of theta- and Z-pinches
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(COLDENBAUM et al. (1980)). The prolate plasmas formed in their

first Paramagnetic Spheromak, PS-1, were found to tilt. However,

by forcing the plasmas to contract axially to a more oblate shape,

tilting was suppressed (AN et al. (1981')) . Further improvements

were obtained by incorporating a thin stainless steel liner within

the glass (BRUHNS et al. (1981)). The experiments are now continuing

on PS-2 where a slow formation scheme, together with a mirror equi-

librium field and a figure-eight coil system have been adopted to

produce nearly spherical plasmas (separatrix radius 'v/lO cm) which

are more stable than the highly elongated plasmas of PS-1 (YAMADA

et al. (1982)). The price paid for this enhanced stability is a

lower initial plasma temperature which then drops rapidly to 5 to

10 eV. Electron densities are typically ^1015 cm"3.

The original PS-1 approach and the plasma gun approach are both

"fast" formation schemes with formation occurring on a timescale

comparable to the Alfv6n transit time. They also involve the passage

of large currents through electrodes. Scaling up to fusion reactor

conditions implies that large instantaneous power levels and high

voltages will be required. From a reactor viewpoint, a "slow" forma-

tion scheme (involving more modest power requirements) without the

use of electrodes would be more desirable. Such a scheme is being

pursued at Princeton with their S-l spheromak project. Their quasi-

static formation procedure (of ̂200 ps or ̂ 1000 Alfven transit time)

is novel, but somewhat complicated. It involves the inductive coupl-

ing of poloidal and toroidal currents from a flux core. The develop-

ment of this formation scheme has relied heavily on two-dimensional

simulation using MHD codes (JARDIN and PARK (1981); LUI et al. (1981))

Its feasibility was first verified experimentally on a one-sixth

scale version of the S-l experiment called Proto-S-lA (YAMADA et al.
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(1981a)). The spheromak configuration was determined to be fully

established after ̂ 12 ps from the start of the plasma discharge,

and to last for a further 12 ps before tilting. A peak density of

^lO21 m~3 and a peak temperature of ̂ 25 eV were reported.

More recently in Proto-S-lC (a one-third scale version of the

S-l device), spheromak plasmas with R ̂ 12 cm, a ̂ 6 to 8 cm,

n <:5 x 1020 m"3 and T 1̂0 to 20 eV have been generated, and the
G C

configurations have lasted for ̂ 100 ys (YAMADA et al. (1981b)).

Figure-eight coils have been used to stabilize tilt/shift modes.

The temperature is limited by radiation losses from impurities.

Higher temperatures (over 40 eV) have been obtained by reducing the

filling gas pressure to below 10 mtorr, but at these lower pressures,

the plasma is subject to disruption (YAMADA et al. (1982)). Insertion

of an electrically-floating conductor along the axis has recently

eliminated this disruption and has enabled a lifetime of over 150 ps

to be achieved (YAMADA et al. (1982)).

The S-l device itself is nearing completion and should provide a

better assessment of spheromak capabilities. The predicted plasma

parameters are R -v45 cm, a ̂ 25 cm, T. ̂ 100 eV and n ̂ 2 x 1020 m"3 with

a lifetime ̂ 1 ms.

In all the above spheromak formation schemes, impurity radiation

appears to be the main problem at present.

Overall, it would appear that much more experimental and theoret-

ical work is needed to ascertain which, if any, of the CT approaches

outlined above can be developed into a feasible reactor system. Two

reactor concepts are presently envisaged:

— a steady-state concept in which plasma currents are

sustained by beam injection or some RF current

drive scheme
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— a transient concept in which CT plasmoids are continually

generated and transferred to a burn chamber.

1.2 THE ROTAMAK CONCEPT

In the rotamak concept (JONES (1979)), a rotating magnetic field

(rotating in planes normal to the Z-axis in Figure 1.1) is used to

drive the steady toroidal current in a steady-state CT device. Experi-

mentally, the rotating field is obtained by feeding RF currents

dephased by 90° into orthogonal Helmholtz coils located around the

outside of a spherical discharge vessel.

The magnetic pressure of the poloidal magnetic field associated

with the driven toroidal current, together with the plasma pressure,

causes the plasma toroid to expand outwards in the direction of the

major radius. An appropriately directed magnetic field perpendicular

to the toroidal plane must therefore be provided so that the inter-

action of the toroidal current with this field will provide the

inwardly-directed force necessary for plasma equilibrium. The appro-

priate perpendicular magnetic field can be generated either tran-

siently by image currents in a conducting shell, or statically by

external current-carrying coils. By analogy with tokamaks, this

field will be referred to as the "vertical" field (though in the

present rotamak experiments the field is actually in the horizontal

direction). In the experiments reported here, external coils have

been used to generate the vertical field, though, in one experiment,

conducting rings were also wound around the discharge vessel to

simulate a conducting "shell". The resulting poloidal field config-

uration is essentially the same as that shown in Figure 1.1.

In view of the current interest in configurations which have no

toroidal magnetic field (for example, field-reversed theta-pinches),

nearly all of the rotamak research undertaken to date has been con-
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cerned with configurations without a toroidal field. (If such a

field were required, it could be established by passing a Z-directed

current along the axis of the rotamak.) The working philosophy which

has been adopted has been that, as long as this basic rotamak con-

figuration continues to appear stable, no additional toroidal field

will be incorporated.

The rotamak approach would appear to offer a significant advantage

over CT devices with inductively-produced currents, since the rotating

field, and hence the driven toroidal current, can in principle be sus-

tained indefinitely (provided, of course, that the ions are not brought

into rotation). Moreover, it is tempting to speculate that the "driven"

nature of the rotamak discharges may help stabilize the configuration

against some MHD instabilities, in particular, the tilt-instability

which has proved so troublesome to the spheromak concept.

1.2.1 Review of the Rotating Magnetic Field Technique

for Driving Electron Currents

The technique of generating an electron current within a plasma

by means of a rotating magnetic field was first investigated by BLEVIN

and THONEMANN (1962). They considered the particular case of a mag-

netic field rotating about the axis of a cylindrical plasma column.

The principle of their technique can best be understood as follows.

Suppose that a transverse rotating magnetic field completely

penetrates a cylindrical plasma column (Figure 1.2). Provided that

the angular frequency, u, of the rotating field lines lies between the

ion and electron cyclotron frequencies (where u . and w are calculated

with respect to the amplitude of the rotating field), and provided that

the electron-ion collision frequency is less than the electron cyclotron

frequency, the electrons can be considered as "tied" to the lines of

force of the rotating field. They circulate synchronously with angular
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FIG. 1.2 Schematic diagram showing the application of a
transverse rotating field to a magnetized plasma
column.
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frequency, u, whereas the ions (at least in the short terra) have no

net azimuthal motion. The rotating field thus produces a steady

azimuthal electron current. As long as the system remains azimuthally

symmetric, charge separation does not occur, and so the azimuthal

motion of the electrons is not prevented by space-charge fields.

Plasma equilibrium can be achieved by embedding an appropriately

orientated steady axial magnetic field within the plasma column (see

Figure 1.2).

Two theoretical models have been developed to describe the situa-

tion arising from the application of a rotating magnetic field of the

form:

B = B cos(u)t-9)
T u ^ J

BQ = B sin(ojt-e)
U (jj

B = Bz a

to an infinitely long plasma cylinder.

The conceptually simple picture outlined above formed the basis

of the first theoretical model in which ion motion was completely

ignored (BLEVIN and THONEMANN (1962); JONES and HUGRASS (1981)). It

was assumed that the plasma ions form a uniformly distributed, com-

pletely immobile, neutralizing background of positive charge. The

electron component was treated as an inertialess, pressureless,

negatively charged fluid. Under these assumptions, the appropriate

form of Ohm's Law is

£ = n T +7^ (j x I) (1.1)

(Note: Substituting u = -"—L- and assuming a scalar resistivity of
e

m v .
the form n = , where v . is the electron-ion collision fre-

2 61ne"

quency, it is readily seen that the two terms on the RHS of equation
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(1.1) arc in the ratio: —\r~n
resistive term ei

term ce

Steady-state analytical solutions to equation (1.1) have been

presented (JONES and HUGRASS (1981)) for the two limiting cases:

(i) v . » u)^ ' ei ce

Here induced screening currents tend to screen out the

rotating field from the interior of the plasma. How-

ever, a small contribution from the Hall term is shown

to be sufficient to generate some azimuthal current

which, in turn, enhances the penetration of the rotat-

ing field. This current is given by

' 6 )2 -2(R-r)/6 D„• I e v •" neuiR
K

. , , ,
J° = - 1 T7

where 6 is the classical skin-depth and R is the column

radius.

(ii) v . « w^ ' ei ce

This limit corresponds to the situation considered

originally by BLEVIN and THONEMANN (1962). Their results

have been re-derived more rigorously by JONES and HUGRASS

(1981). The applied rotating field almost completely

penetrates the plasma column, and this penetration is

accompanied by the generation of azimuthal electron current

given by

neur

1 + 2

(1.2)

In the limit v . « <o , equation (1.2) can be rewritten
c J. C6

as

j.(r) = -neur (1.3)
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This implies that the electrons all rotate synchron-

ously with the rotating field (i.e. rigid rotor

rotation). The condition v . « u> means that, on' ei ce

average, the electrons are able to spiral many times

around the rotating field vector before undergoing a

collision with a background ion. Collisions detach

electrons from the rotating field lines and hence

decrease the effective azimutha'l current.

From the results of these limiting cases, JONES and HUGRASS (1981)

have predicted a threshold behaviour for the rotating field magnitude,

that is, for a given plasma resistivity, the azimuthal electron current

increases with increasing strength of the applied rotating field, until

the maximum azimuthal current of jQ(r) ̂  -neur is attained. Furthero

increases in the strength of the rotating field produce no further gain

in driven current. The threshold value depends on the plasma resis-

tivity.

These analytic investigations of JONES and HUGRASS (1981) have

yielded steady-state solutions. HUGRASS and GRIMM (1981) have sub-

sequently examined the accessibility of these steady-state solutions

using a numerical treatment which has allowed arbitrary contributions

from the resistive and Hall terms. Their calculations have confirmed

that, for a given plasma resistivity, substantial azimuthal current

can be driven provided that the amplitude of the rotating field is

greater than some threshold value. The extension to anisotropic

resistivity has been shown not to change this general behaviour.

HUGRASS and GRIMM (1981) have also investigated the time for the

rotating field to penetrate the plasma. For a sufficiently large

rotating field amplitude, this transient time has been found to be

given approximately by
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The main criticism of these early theoretical studies has been

that they completely disregard ion motion. This has rendered dis-

cussion of pressure balance and plasma/field equilibria meaningless.

In a system where an electron current is driven by a rotating

field, the ions are set into rotation by electron-ion collisions and,

in a completely isolated plasma, both ions and electrons must

ultimately rotate synchronously with the field (causing the net

current to vanish in time) . The characteristic time constant for the

( m' 1
ions to come into rotation is - . Typical values of this time

I ei ̂ J
constant for plasmas of interest would be of the order of a few

hundred microseconds.

This problem is common to many RF and beam-driven schemes; it is

not unique to the rotating field technique. It is hoped that, in

practice, some ion momentum relaxation mechanism, such as charge

exchange, will exist and ensure a constant net current.

In the second theoretical model (HUGRASS (1982a)) the assumption

of stationary ions has been relaxed. A more comprehensive two-fluid

model has been used to describe the motion of the electron and ion

fluids, and both fluids are permitted to have non-zero pressure.

The existence of some (unspecified) ion momentum relaxation mechanism

has been assumed in order to prevent the ions attaining synchronous

rotation with the magnetic field. This momentum transfer from the

ions has been expressed in terms of an effective collision frequency,

v*, and it is shown that a value as low as v* %
me
— v . is suffi-.m. ei

cient to ensure a substantial net current. The net azimuthal

current density in this model is given by a modified form of equation

(1.2), namely,
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(l-cQneon:

1 + 2 (1-a) u
ce

where a = m.i+
m v .e ei

This analytic treatment again yields steady-state solutions. A time-

dependent investigation of the mobile ion case (equivalent to the

HUGRASS and GRIMM (1981) treatment in the stationary^-ion case) has

yet to be attempted.

It is worth emphasizing that plasma confinement using a rotating

magnetic field as described here is not RF confinement in the conven-

tional sense. The rotating field merely generates a steady electron

current which couples with an externally applied steady magnetic field

to provide the confinement.

The confinement of charged particles within a rotating field con-

figuration does, however, require special consideration. A simple

"snapshot" picture of the magnetic field lines at any instant of time

would show only open field lines. These would appear to be inconsis-

tent with particle and energy confinement. Such a simple conclusion is,

however, less obvious in a time-varying situation where associated

electric fields exist. Charged-particle confinement in a system con-

sisting of a uniform rotating magnetic field and a steady, uniform

axial magnetic field has been investigated using single-particle orbit

theory by a number of authors, for example, KAZANTSEV (I960);

LEGATOWICZ (1961); INSINGER (1963) and SOLDATENKOV (1966,1970).

HUGRASS and JONES (1983) have re-examined these previous studies and

have extended them to the more realistic case of non-uniform, self-

consistent fields appropriate to the cylindrical plasma equilibrium

maintained by a rotating field. HUGRASS and TURLEY (1983) have
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further extended the analysis to the specific case of the rotamak

configuration. These studies have all concluded that there do exist

regimes (i.e. ranges of axial field strength, rotating field strength

and rotational frequency) where bounded motion of charged-particles

is possible (that is, stable particle orbits exist). These studies

suggest that particle and energy confinement are not necessarily

impaired to the same extent as in conventional open field line systems.

The first experimental proof that a rotating field could produce

azimuthal current and that plasma confinement could be achieved was

provided by BLEVIN and THONEMANN (1962). These experimental studies

were continued by DAVENPORT et ail. (1966) and MILLER (1968). Substan-

tial current was driven in all these experiments. Two other experi-

mental studies have been reported in the literature: MERARD and

POTTIER (1962) and SHUBALY (1974). However, it would appear that in

both of these latter experiments the amplitude of the rotating field

was insufficient to drive any measurable currents.

In recent years, the rotating field method for driving electron

currents has been re-examined at Flinders University, and a variety

of plasma/field configurations have been generated: a screw-pinch-

like configuration (HUGRASS et at. (1979)); a theta-pinch-like con-

figuration (HUGRASS et al. (1981)); a reversed-field pinch (HUGRASS

(1979)); and a compact torus configuration (HUGRASS et al. (1980a)).

Briefly, these experiments have demonstrated that:

— a variety of plasma/field configurations can be easily

established

— once a given plasma/field configuration is established,

it is generally maintained for the duration of the

rotating field (̂ 15 ps in the above experiments)
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— the generation of current by a rotating field is most

effective at low filling pressures (̂ 10 mtorr).

The experimental results of HUGRASS et al. (,1981) have also provided

convincing qualitative evidence for the existence of the theoretically-

predicted threshold in the rotating field amplitude.

The only published criticism of the rotating field technique has

been by FISCH and WATANABE (1982). All their objections have been

countered by HUGRASS (1982d).

In summary, there is both theoretical and experimental evidence

to show that a rotating magnetic field of appropriate amplitude and

rotational frequency can, under certain conditions, produce a signifi-

cant electron current. Potentially the technique can provide d.c.

current giving it a clear advantage over the conventional inductive

method. Moreover, since the technique aims for synchronous rotation

of the bulk of the electrons, it would appear to have advantages over

other current drive techniques which rely on driving only part of the

electron velocity distribution (usually the high-energy tail), and

appear to fail at electron densities exceeding 'v-lO13 cm"3.

So far, all studies have concentrated on relatively low-tempera-

ture laboratory plasmas. The success of the technique in high-

temperature plasmas has yet to be demonstrated.

1.2.2 Review of Rotamak Research

The prototype rotamak experiment (JONES et al. (1978) - unpub-

lished) was carried out at Flinders University using a 22 cm diameter

(nominally 5 litre) spherical Pyrex discharge vessel. Two orthogonal

meridional coils of two turns each were positioned around the dis-

charge vessel. RF currents of the same frequency (0.67 MHz) and

amplitude (0,1.5 kA), but dephased by 90°, were passed through the

orthogonal windings to produce the rotating field. The RF currents
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(of ̂ 15 MS duration) were produced by line-generators. A system of

copper rings around the outside wall of the vessel permitted induced

eddy currents to provide the external vertical field required for

plasma equilibrium. Diagnostics were limited to a Rogowski coil to

measure the driven toroidal plasma current, and a single magnetic

probe traversing a radius in the Z = 0 plane.

Total plasma currents up to ̂ 5.5 kA were successfully driven in

a deuterium plasma. However, it was deduced that the gas was poorly

ionized (0,3%). Magnetic probe measurements indicated that the copper

ring system was acting as an effective flux conserver. These prelim-

inary results were judged to be encouraging.

The first published results (HUGRASS et al. (1980a)) were obtained

in a subsequent experiment which used the same line-generators, but

differed in several respects to the earlier experiment, namely,

— a smaller Pyrex discharge vessel (12.8 cm diameter)

was used

— a pair of orthogonal Helmholtz coils replaced the

original meridional coils

— a pair of auxiliary coils generated the vertical field

(rather than relying on the conducting ring system)

— argon replaced deuterium as the filling gas (since it

was more easily ionized at low filling pressures,

and also enabled the condition co . « co « w toci ce

be well-satisfied).

For a limited range of filling pressure (typically a few mtorr)

and vertical field magnitudes, the driven plasma current was observed

to rise rapidly to a peak of typically 'vlO kA and then to drop down

to a value of typically ̂ 6 kA, which then remained substantially con-

stant for the remainder of the RF pulse. Magnetic probe measure-
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ments indicated that this latter steady phase of the driven current

was associated with the generation of an oblate compact toroidal con-

figuration lying entirely within the discharge vessel.

In one experiment, current was passed through a central axial

conductor to investigate the effects of a toroidal field. The

"formation peak" of the driven current was altered and the magnetic

axis moved inwards slightly, but no major effects were discernible.

The main limitation of these experiments was their limited dura-

tion. The formation phase typically lasted ̂ 10 us which meant that

the "steady-phase" lasted only 5̂ MS before termination of the RF

pulse. It was thus rather difficult to draw any conclusions about

the stability of the configuration. Extension to a longer timescale

(̂ 60 ys) forms the subject of this thesis.

To complement these present studies, additional experiments on

an even longer timescale O10 to 15 nxs) have been undertaken at

Flinders University using a 28 cm diameter rotamak vessel and a low-

power O6 kW) oscillator as the RF current source. Compact torus

configurations in both argon and deuterium plasmas have been generated

and sustained for the full duration of the RF pulse. Driven toroidal

currents up to 400 amps have been obtained. It has proved necessary

in these long duration experiments to use gas puffing to sustain the

discharge. Modulation of the vertical field has been demonstrated to

have no adverse effects on the stability of the plasma/field structure.

Some preliminary results from these experiments have been reported by

DURANCE et at. (1982a,b).

Some related experiments have been undertaken at the University

of Essen by Professor Tuczek. Using a 5 MW, 1 MHz transmitter, a

2̂ kA toroidal current has been sustained in a hydrogen plasma with

a compact torus configuration for the ̂ 1.5 ms duration of the RF
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pulse (TUCZEK (1982)).

Recently, a Japanese group (ARAI and NISHIDA (1982)) have

embarked on similar experiments using a very low power (̂ 400 watt)

CW oscillator. In a helium plasma a maximum driven current of

0,55 amps has been reported. This has to be compared with the

MD.l amps claimed to have been expected on the basis of equation (1.3),

namely, jfl(r) = -neoir. The reason for the discrepancy is not known.

1.3 OUTLINE OF THESIS

The work reported in this thesis extends the earlier rotamak

studies of HUGRASS et at. (1980a) to a longer timescale. Two new

line-generators are used to furnish the RF currents required to

generate the longer-duration rotating field. The objective is to

investigate in detail the magnetic structure of the rotamak discharges.

The second important aspect of this study entails the introduction of

a digital data acquisition system to aid data collection and analysis.

The experimental apparatus is described in Chapter 2. Details of

the diagnostics and the data acquisition system are given in Chapter 3.

Experimental results are presented in Chapter 4. Details about the

derivation of the poloidal flux contours are given in Chapter 5.

Finally, in Chapter 6, the results are discussed and some conclusions

regarding further work are drawn.
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EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
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A photograph of the apparatus and a simplified diagrammatic

sketch are shown in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2. A detailed descrip-

tion of the various components follows.

2.1 DISCHARGE VESSEL

The spherical vacuum vessel was made of Pyrex glass and was

16.8 cm in diameter.

In principle, the magnetic field configuration provides natural

divertor action. In these experiments, however, no attempt was made

to match the shape of the two pumping arms, seen in Figures 2.1 and

2.2, to the resultant magnetic field.

An axial glass tube (9 mm O.D.) with two side arms near the

spherical chamber (see Figure 2.3) provided access for either an axial

probe or a Rogowski coil.

To provide access for detailed magnetic probe measurements, a

slit approximately 6 x 130 mm was cut in the spherical vessel parallel

to the Z-axis. A machined ceramic (MACOR) block was positioned over

the slit and attached to the vessel with TORR SEAL. A row of thirteen

holes, 1 cm apart, were drilled through the MACOR block enabling

retractable re-entrant glass probe guides (2.5 mm I.D., 4 mm O.D.) to

be inserted into the vessel (see Figure 2.3). Each glass guide was

vacuum sealed with an 0-ring and a small MACOR retaining plate held in

place with nylon screws.

Perspex collars around the spherical vessel held the orthogonal

Helmholtz coils in position. The coils were wound from 2.4 mm dia-

meter enamelled copper wire covered with two layers of heat-shrink

tubing for insulation. Each Helmholtz coil consisted of two sets of

three turns, as seen in the photograph (Figure 2.1). This number of

turns represented a compromise between the conflicting requirements

Stl*



FIG. 2.1 A photograph of the experimental apparatus
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FIG. 2.2 A simplified schematic diagram of the rotamak apparatus
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FIG. 2.3 Schematic diagram of the rotamak apparatus (top view) showing location
of magnetic probe guides and Rogowski coil. The origin of the (r,0,z)
coordinate system used in the text is taken at the centre of the
spherical discharge vessel.
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of a strong rotating field and a low voltage across the coil (to avoid

breakdown problems). The mean diameter of the coil was approximately

19 cm.

The vessel just described was used for the majority of experi-

ments reported here. However, two special purpose vessels were also

constructed. They were nominally the same size and the same construc-

tion as the one described above, but without the MACOR multi-probe-

port facility.

The first of these special vessels was built specifically for

toroidal magnetic flux measurements and incorporated special access

for three pairs of flux loops. Three radial glass tubes O7 mm O.D.)

provided access from the outer surface to the central axial tube, and

were asymmetrically arranged around the axis of the vessel, as shown

in Figure 2.4. This enabled pairs of flux loops to be positioned at

three planes around the torus. A single probe port (in the Z = 0

plane) was also provided.

The second special vessel was used to investigate the effects of

a conducting shell. A system of conducting rings was wound around the

outer surface of the spherical discharge chamber. Each ring consisted

of a single turn of PVC-covered hook-up wire wound in the toroidal

(9-) direction. The rings were located as close as practical to each

other. DOW CORNING SILASTIC adhesive was used to keep the rings in

place. The insulation on the rings prevented currents flowing across

the rings to cancel the rotating field. To minimize the openings in

this conducting "shell", only a single probe port (in the Z = 0 plane)

was incorporated into the vessel. The conducting rings were bent

around this port leaving a "hole" in the conducting shell of approx-

imately 1.5 x 5.0 cm. The Rogowski coil used to measure the driven

toroidal plasma current was positioned beneath the rings.
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FIG. 2.4 Simplified schematic diagrams of special rotamak
vessel for toroidal flux measurements. Flux
loops were arranged in pairs (as indicated in (a))
around the toroidal direction (as shown in (b)).
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In addition to the vessels described above, vessels of three

different sizes (16.6 cm, 22 cm and 28 cm diameter) were constructed

for some preliminary investigations undertaken at the commencement

of this study. The vessels were similar in concept to those des-

cribed above, but were of somewhat simpler design, having a single

pumping port and no magnetic probe ports. The experiments using

these three vessels will be only briefly discussed in Section 4.1.

2.2 VACUUM SYSTEM AND GAS HANDLING

The rotamak discharge vessel was connected to the pumping system

by Pyrex tubing, as shown schematically in Figure 2.5. The pumping

system consisted of a COOKE 4" diffusion pump, using SANTOVAC-5 pump

oil, backed by an EDWARDS EDM20 two-stage rotary pump. A water-

cooled baffle was mounted above the diffusion pump to trap oil vapour.

A liquid nitrogen trap was not provided.

The base pressure (̂ 2 x 10~6 torr) was monitored by an EDWARDS

ION 7 ionization gauge. Prior to each plasma discharge, a pneumati-

cally operated AIRCO TEMESCAL gate valve completely isolated the dis-

charge vessel from the pumping system. A fast piezoelectric VEECO

PV-10 valve was then used to admit a fixed amount of argon (or

deuterium) gas into the discharge vessel. The filling pressure was

monitored by an EDWARDS PIRANI-14 pirani gauge calibrated against a

DATAMETRICS BAROCEL absolute pressure transducer for the relevant

gases. After each experimental shot, the gate valve was opened and

the discharge vessel was evacuated to the base pressure.

2.3 LINE GENERATORS

Line generators have been adopted at Flinders University as a

relatively simple and inexpensive technique for providing the bursts

of RF power (up to tens of megawatts) required for the rotating field

experiments. Although the line generators were undoubtedly the most
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important components in all the experiments reported here, they will

not be discussed in detail as the author did not participate in

their design or construction. They are essentially a modified form

of the Weibel lumped synchronous line generator (WEIBEL (1964)). It

is possible to characterize the behaviour of line generators by means

of the open circuit voltage and the output impedance of a simple

equivalent circuit. The characteristics of the line generators used

are given in the table below. More details can be found in HUGRASS

et at. (1980b) and STEPHAN, HUGRASS and JONES (1982), while a complete

description of these particular line generators is given by STEPHAN

(1983).

Table 2.1 Line Generator Characteristics

Frequency

RF pulse duration

Open circuit voltage

Generator impedance

Power/generator

0.33 MHz

^50 ys (16 periods)

16.8 kV

5.55 J2

6.5 MW

The figure for the generator output power quoted in the above

table represents an average over the first few cycles. Note for

future reference, however, that the instantaneous power decreases

with time. Moreover, the above value can only be obtained with a

properly matched load.

In order to generate a rotating magnetic field, the two currents,

Ii and I2, to be fed to the Helmholtz coils, should have the same

amplitude and be 90° out of phase. The phase difference was achieved

by using a delay cable to appropriately delay the triggering of one

generator with respect to the other. During the experiments, the

phase difference was monitored by measuring the sum (Ii+Ia) and the
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difference (11-12) of the RF currents. The phase difference, <J>,

between two oscillatory currents, Ii and Iz, of equal amplitude and

frequency is related to the amplitudes of their sum and difference

through the equation:

6 = 2 tan'1

Thus, if the phase angle is 90°, the signals (Ii+Iz) and (Ii-Iz) have

equal amplitudes, and hence phase quadrature can be monitored by com-

paring the magnitudes of these two signals.

For a line generator, the frequency of the output current is

determined by the line generator circuit parameters, and the output

current waveform is ideally independent of the load. In practice,

the output amplitude does depend on the load impedance; but if this

is small compared with the line generator impedance, the line genera-

tor can be regarded as a constant current source. The current wave-

form from the earlier version of these line generators proved to be

insensitive to the load (HUGRASS (1979)); no attempt was made to

match the load to the generator in order to optimise the power trans-

fer. Similarly, in the present case, load-matching was not attempted.

However, in the present case, the current waveform did exhibit some

dependence on the load (see Chapter 4) suggesting that the load

impedance was a non-negligible fraction of the generator impedance in

the experiments described in this thesis.

The load consisted of a series R-L-C circuit. The inductive com-

ponent of the load was formed by the Helmholtz coil (L ̂8 yH). The

resistive component arose from both the ohmic dissipation in the

circuitry itself and the dissipation in the plasma reflected back into

the primary Helmholtz coil. The capacitor (30 nF) was added in series

in order to approximately cancel the reactive component of the load
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impedance. The resulting current waveforms from the two generators

proved to be different (see Figure 4.1). Attempts to eliminate this

difference by further fine-tuning of the reactive component of the

load proved unsuccessful. The final waveforms, while not ideal, were

judged acceptable for the present work, and will be presented in

Chapter 4.

2.4 EXTERNALLY APPLIED VERTICAL FIELD

Equilibrium requires the presence of an externally generated

poloidal field to couple with the toroidal plasma current to produce

an inward force. In the present experiments this field was produced

by means of a pair of coils located on the Z-axis (see Figures 2.1,

2.2).

For the preliminary experiments to be discussed in Section 4.1,

the following coil parameters were used.

Discharge Vessel
Diameter

(cm)

16.6

22

28

Coil
Diameter

(cm)

22.5

30

30

Turns per
Coil

8

6

6

Separation
Between Coils

(cm)

34.6

44

50

For all subsequent experiments a coil configuration identical to that

shown above for the 16.6 cm diameter vessel was adopted. The above

choice of coil parameters was largely arbitrary. The effect of chang-

ing the coil geometry has not been investigated experimentally, and

this is an area to be explored in the future.

The coils were energised by a conventional capacitor discharge.

Three 300 yF capacitors in parallel, triggered by an ignitron, were

used with the coils for the 16.6 cm diameter vessel, and four 300 yF
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capacitors in parallel were used with the coils for the 22 cm and

28 cm diameter vessels. The resulting magnetic field had a half-

period of approximately 800 ys. All the rotating field experi-

ments reported here were conducted in an ̂ 80 ys time interval

centred around the time of peak vertical magnetic field. During

such an M50 ys period, the vertical field at any point did not vary

with time by more than 2̂%, and was regarded as constant. The spatial

variation of the field was measured and will be discussed in Section

5.3. For the majority of the experiments reported here, the applied

vertical field at the centre of the discharge vessel (i.e. at r = 0,

Z = 0) was typically in the range MOO to 300 gauss.

2.5 PREIONIZATION

For argon, preionization appeared unnecessary at the higher fill-

ing pressures (̂ 1 mtorr) as the electric field associated with the

rotating magnetic field was, in itself, sufficient to break down the

gas. Nevertheless, a simple ringing capacitor discharge through a

coil wound around one arm of the discharge vessel (as shown in Figure

2.2) was used. The circuit consisted of two 30 nF capacitors in

parallel, charged to ̂ 25 kV and discharged via a triggered spark gap

into the six-turn coil. This circuit was fired approximately 200 ys

before the line generators. It enabled the range of argon filling

pressures to be extended below 1 mtorr.

This arrangement proved less satisfactory for those preliminary

experiments involving deuterium where preionization appeared essential,

In particular, with the vertical field present, it proved impossible

to break down the deuterium below ̂ 10 mtorr. A second method was

therefore tried using a pair of coils wound directly on the discharge

vessel, over the Helmholtz coils, to oscillate the vertical field.

Similar difficulties were encountered at the higher vertical field
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strengths. The problem of ionizing deuterium at lower filling

pressures in these relatively small vessels was not pursued.



CHAPTER 3

DIAGNOSTICS, DATA ACQUISITION

AND NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES
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Conventional magnetic probes, flux loops and Rogowski coils were

the principal diagnostics used in this study. They will be discussed,

together with the power measurement technique, in Sections 3.1 to 3.4.

The use of a digital data acquisition system considerably aided

and accelerated the process of data collection and analysis. This

system will be described in Section 3.5. Appropriate signal condition-

ing will be discussed in Section 3.6.

In the course of the work reported in this thesis, a considerable

amount of software had to be developed. This ranged from data acquisi-

tion programs, including CAMAC routines, through a variety of analysis

procedures to machine language routines to drive the pen plotter and

graphics terminal. These programs will not be presented in detail.

Nevertheless, two of the more important techniques will be discussed

in Section 3.7.

3.1 MAGNETIC PROBES

A simple magnetic probe, appropriately orientated, was used to

measure the axial (Z) and toroidal (9) magnetic field components at

a matrix of positions within the discharge region. For such measure-

ments a multi-coil probe is generally preferable - if not essential.

However, the excellent reproducibility of the rotamak discharges (see

Section 5.1) rendered such a probe unnecessary and, for reasons of

simplicity of construction and calibration, a single-coil probe was

adopted.

The probe coil consisted of 40 turns of 44 SWG enamelled copper

wire wound on a MYLAR former. The approximate coil dimensions were

0.4 x 3.0 x 1.0 mm. The coil winding was performed under a low power

microscope. The coil was embedded inside the end of a 2 mm O.D. by

400 mm long stainless steel tube which provided mechanical protection

and electrostatic shielding. A slit approximately 0.5 mm wide by
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4 mm long was cut into the end of the tube to enable the magnetic

field to penetrate into the coil. The leads from the coil were

twisted tightly together and were passed through the stainless steel

tube to a triaxial connector.

The probe was positioned in the re-entrant glass probe guides

described in Section 2.1. The probe was moved by means of a micro-

processor-controlled stepper motor and associated drive mechanism.

This permitted the position of the probe to be reproduced to within
*

0.1 mm.

The voltage output signal, proportional to dB/dt, was transmitted

via triaxial cable to a Faraday cage. The signal was filtered by a

(1 MHz cut-off) low pass filter and appropriately attenuated by a

resistive divider prior to being fed to a transient digitizer. Alter-

natively, the probe output was passively integrated and displayed on a

TEKTRONIX 551 oscilloscope and recorded on POLAROID film.

The probe was calibrated using the field generated by passing

current through a small (10 cm diameter) Helmholtz coil. The current,

obtained from a ringing capacitor discharge, was monitored with a

calibrated PEARSON coil. By adding further series inductors to the

discharge circuit, it was possible to check the frequency response of

the probe at several spot frequencies. The results are shown in

Figure 3.1(a). To within experimental error, the probe output appears

to be independent of frequency over the frequency range of interest.

The mean sensitivity was estimated to be 1.9 x 10s gauss/s/mV.

Two other probes were employed in these studies. The first of

these was used to measure the axial field component, B7, along theLt

axis of the vessel by insertion into the axial glass tube. The

general construction and calibration technique were similar to those

outlined above, except in this case, the coil was larger (approximately
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2 mm diameter by 2 mm long) and wound on a Perspex former coaxial

with respect to the stainless steel tube. No electrostatic shield-

ing was provided tor the coil in this case. The calibration factor

of this probe was determined to be 8.7 x 101* gauss/s/mV (see Figure

Lastly, a large axial probe was constructed to determine the

applied vertical field, B», along the axis. This consisted of 40

turns of 46 SWG enamelled copper wire wound on a Perspex former of

10 mm diameter. Its sensitivity was calculated to be 3180 gauss/s/mV.

3.2 PLASMA CURRENT MEASUREMENTS

The total driven plasma current in each rotamak vessel was

measured by means of a Rogowski coil threaded through the central

axial glass tube and around a semicircular section of the discharge

vessel. Each Rogowski coil was of conventional design using 40 SWG

enamelled copper wire wound over flexible PVC tubing (approximately

1.5 mm O.D. and ̂ 8 turns/cm). Heat shrink tubing was used to hold

the windings in place. The coils were electrostatically shielded

with aluminized SCOTCH tape. A triaxial connector was fitted to the

end of each Rogowski.

Each Rogowski was calibrated in situ by discharging a capacitor

through a copper braid threading the Rogowski coil. The discharge

current was simultaneously measured with a calibrated PEARSON coil.

Adding inductors in series permitted the frequency response to be

checked. The results, for the Rogowski used on the rotamak vessel

with the MACOR multi-probe-port facility, are shown in Figure 3.1(c).

3.3 TOROIDAL FLUX LOOPS

Pairs of single turn loops were used to measure the toroidal

magnetic flux in adjacent quadrants of a minor cross section of the

discharge vessel (see Figure 2.4). Each loop was made from a single
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turn of RG 178 B/U coaxial cable with the braid, earthed at one end,

providing some electrostatic shielding. Each loop was threaded

through the glass tubes and over the vessel surface beneath the

Helmholtz coils (see Figure 2.4). Care was taken to wind all loops

in the same sense, so that if the same unidirectional time-varying,

toroidal flux were to pass through all the loops, the output signals

would all have the same sign.

The two leads from each coil were wound tightly together to

eliminate any possible extraneous field pick-up, and were fed to a

diecast metal box where they were attached to triaxial connectors.

The flux loop signals were then transmitted via triaxial cable to

the Faraday cage where they were filtered by a low-pass (1 MHz cut-

off) filter and appropriately attenuated by resistive dividers prior

to being fed to the transient digitizers.

The voltage induced across the loop is given by:

where N is the number of turns (one in this case), and <j>(t) is the

magnetic flux passing through the loop.

3.4 POWER MEASUREMENTS

In principle, a simple determination of the current, I(t), through

and voltage, V(t), across the line generator load circuitry should

enable the power, P(t), to be determined. Appropriate allowance for

ohmic dissipation within the circuitry itself should then enable the

power transferred to the plasma to be deduced. In practice, however,

there are a number of complicating factors and these will be discussed

in Section 4.6.

A calibrated (0.025 volt/amp) PEARSON coil Model 1025 was used

to measure the current. A resistive divider probe was used to measure
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the voltage (sensitivity 2.32 x 10"3 volt/volt).

The output signals from both the PEARSON coil and the voltage

probe were transmitted to the Faraday cage via coaxial cables. Both

signals were then filtered by low-pass (1 MHz cut-off) filters, and

appropriately attenuated by resistive dividers prior to digitization.

It is particularly important (see Section 4.6) in these measure-

ments to ensure that no systematic relative delay is incurred in the

transmission of the current and voltage signals. This was checked by

feeding the output of an ENI A-300 power amplifier, driven by a

TEKTRONIX Type 191 constant amplitude signal generator, into a

TERMALINE coaxial resistor Model 82 (51.5 ohm, 500 watt). The latter

is especially constructed to minimize reactive components and to

represent an essentially resistive load. The current through and

voltage across this load was measured using the identical probes,

cables and filters as were subsequently used for the rotamak measure-

ments. Displaying the current and voltage waveforms on an oscillo-

scope enabled any phase differences to be estimated. At a driving

frequency of 0.35 MHz, the voltage signal was observed to lag the

current signal by o,175 ns (estimated to within ±̂ 10 ns). An additional

5.08 m of coaxial cable was added to the transmission cable carrying

the voltage signal to bring the total delay to ̂ 200 ns. This was then

easily compensated for in the subsequent analysis of the data by

delaying the digitized current signal by two channels (i.e. 2 x 100 ns).

3.5 DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

The LSI-11/02 based data acquisition system is shown schematically

in Figure 3.2. Up to six LECROY Model 2256A fast transient digitizers

were used to sample the incoming diagnostic signals. A common clock

was used to synchronize all the digitizers. The characteristics of

these digitizers are summarized in the following table.



LECROY MODEL 2256A
20Mllz WAVEFORM DIGITIZERS

KINETIC SYSTEMS MODEL 3912-Z1G
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MODEL DMP-4
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FIG. 3.2 Digital data acquisition system
used for the rotamak experiments
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Digitizing accuracy

Sampling rates

Total memory

Maximum input signal

Input impedance

8 bits

200 kHz to 20 MHz

1024 samples

±256 mV

50 n

The entire data acquisition system was housed in a double-

screened Faraday cage with filtered mains supply.

After each plasma discharge, the digitized data was trans-

ferred from the digitizers' memory to computer memory from where it

was displayed on the graphics terminal and/or transferred to a flex-

ible diskette. A system of filenames with extension numbers permitted

the data from each discharge to be uniquely labelled.

All subsequent analysis of the data was performed using the same

LSI-11/02 computer system. This policy was adopted after difficulties

were encountered in transferring large data files to the Flinders

University's main computer, a DEC SYSTEM 10.

3.6 SIGNAL CONDITIONING

The incoming magnetic probe, flux loop and Rogowski signals are

proportional to the time derivatives ̂ ^ , d^^ and d^̂

respectively. Generally, the integrals of these signals are of more

immediate use. Traditionally, these are obtained by passive RC

integration with an RC time constant at least ten times as long as

the pulse being integrated. However, in the present case, the low

input impedance (50 fi) of the digitizers prevents the use of these

conventional RC integrators. It was therefore decided to record the

unintegrated signals, and to rely on numerical integration (see

Section 3.7.1) to obtain the required data. The numerical procedures
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were checked by passing the original analogue data signal in parallel

through an RC integrator and displaying on a TETRONIX 551 oscillo-

scope. POLAROID prints of the resulting waveforms were then compared

in detail with the corresponding waveforms obtained by numerical

methods.

The limitations on the size of the input signal, in some instances,

necessitated the use of resistive divider chains to attenuate the

incoming signals.

Prior to digitization, all analogue signals were filtered with a

low-pass filter in order to satisfy the Nyquist criterion. If an

analogue signal contains frequency components above half the sampling

frequency, these will appear as spurious components at a lower fre-

quency in the digitized signal. This process is referred to as

"aliasing". It is thus standard practice to use what is sometimes

referred to as an anti-aliasing filter to ensure that there are

negligible frequency components at frequencies above

N 2At

where At is the time between samples. The frequency, fN, which is

half the sampling frequency, is referred to as the Nyquist frequency.

For nearly all the work reported here a sampling frequency of

10 MHz (i.e. 100 ns between samples) was used. This leads to a value

of f of 5 MHz. The passive low-pass (1 MHz cut-off) filters used

were of the same design as reported by ANDERSON (1981). The circuit

and measured frequency response of these filters are shown in Figure

3.3. The filters also provided 50 n termination to the signal cables.

Comparison of unfiltered and filtered diagnostic signals recorded

on an analogue oscilloscope revealed no differences. This implied

that there were no significant high-frequency components present in
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the original signals. Occasionally, a small burst of high-frequency

"noise" appeared at the very beginning of a signal and was attributed

to the triggering of the spark gaps. In general, the filters elimin-

ated such noise.

3.7 NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES

3.7.1 Numerical Integration

Since unintegrated diagnostic signals were recorded, a satis-

factory numerical integration procedure had to be developed. Although

it had been anticipated that a sophisticated integration scheme would

be required, experience showed that such simple procedures as

Simpson's Rule and the Trapezoidal Rule were perfectly satisfactory

for the types of data recorded here. The simplest scheme, namely the

Trapezoidal Rule, was therefore adopted.

The LECROY digitizers had an adjustable d.c. offset which was

continuously variable from -256 mV to +256 mV. In these experiments

the offset was set to nominally zero volts. Prior to performing the

above integration, any residual d.c. pedestal was corrected by averag-

ing the first few (generally 20) pretrigger data samples, and then

subtracting the result from each of the 1024 data samples.

One problem was encountered with the LECROY digitizers. Upon

triggering the line generators, the d.c. baseline in the digitizers

appeared to shift slightly by perhaps the order of one or two "bits"

(which corresponds to a few millivolts). The integration of such a

d.c. signal produces a ramp. An example is shown in Figure 3.4(a).

Such ramps were not observed in the RC integrated signals displayed

on an analogue oscilloscope. The ramp was also present in line

generator discharges with the vessel evaluated (i.e. no plasma). The

slope of the ramp was variable from shot-to-shot, and both positive

and negative slopes have been observed. In every case, however, the
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ramp appeared essentially linear. It was presumably due to the

extraneous noise associated with the triggering of the spark gaps.

The baseline always recovered before the next discharge. Attempts

to eliminate the effect proved unsuccessful. It therefore seemed

reasonable to remove the ramp from the processed data by numerical

subtraction. A simple ramp-removal procedure was incorporated

into the integration routine. The slope was deduced by searching

for the start of the integrated signal and by assuming that the

true integrated signal had decayed to zero by the end of the

recorded data (i.e. by channel 1024). The result is shown in Figure

3.4(b). Detailed comparisons of such results with their analogue

integrated counterparts provided confidence in the overall numerical

procedure. This ramping effect was more noticeable when the signal

was small. It was more noticeable in the magnetic probe signals

than in the Rogowski signals. The example shown in Figure 3.4(a) is

an extreme case.

3.7.2 Digital Filtering

As will be seen in Chapters 4 and 5, numerical filtering tech-

niques proved very useful for some of the data analysis. The filter-

ing technique which proved most satisfactory involved a recursive

digital filter with linear phase (LYNN (1973)). Three such low-pass

filters were designed with frequency cut-offs at the line generator

frequency. They had the following transfer functions.

FILTER-1 H(z) =

FILTER-2 H(z) =

FILTER-3 H(z) =

Z60-l

Z59(Z-1)

Z30-l

Z29(Z-1)

fZ30-!")2

Z58(Z-1):
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signal, Bz(t), with a large RF component.
The same signal after digitally filtering
with (b) FILTER-1, (c) FILTER-2 and (d)
FILTER-3. (e) The original signal over-
layed with the FILTER-3 version.
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(b) The same signal digitized and numerically
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The frequency response of these filters is shown in Figure 3.5. The

effect of these filters on some magnetic probe data is shown in

Figure 3.6. (This magnetic probe data will be discussed in Section 5.2),

In the absence of a rigorous selection criterion, the second order ]
<

filter, FILTER-3, was chosen for all subsequent filtering. Figure

3.6(e) shows the filtered output superimposed on the original data.

Further examples of the use of this numerical filtering technique

are shown in Figure 3.4(c) and in Figure 3.7.



CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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The results o£ some initial investigations, involving three

different sized discharge vessels (16.8, 22.0 and 28.0 cm diameter)

and two different filling gases (deuterium or argon), will be briefly

presented and discussed in Section 4.1 The remainder of this Chapter

wil] be devoted to the results of detailed measurements made in the

16.8 cm diameter vessel using argon as the filling gas.

For each plasma "shot", the discharge vessel was first isolated

from the pumping system by closure of the gate valve. The experi-

mental gas was then introduced and the filling pressure was monitored.

The vertical field capacitor bank was then triggered, followed by the

preionization capacitor bank. Near the time of peak vertical field,

the line generators wsre triggered. This whole sequence was automated.

The minimum time between shots was three minutes.

Figure A.I shows the two line generator currents, Ii(t) and Iz(t),

measured with the (16.8 cm diameter) discharge vessel evacuated and

also with an argon filling pressure of 2.5 mtorr. Similar measurements

for the sum and difference of the RF currents, Ii(t)+I2(t) and

Ii(t)-l2(t), are presented in Figure 4.2.

There are clearly differences between the current waveforms from

the two generators. Moreover, the presence of the plasma is observed

to load the generators. And, as explained in Section 2.3, the differ-

ence in amplitudes of the sum and difference signals shown in Figure

4.2 indicate departures from the 90° phase shift. These differences

in amplitudes of Ii(t) and Iztt), and these departures from the required

90° phase difference, result in a rotating magnetic field with an

amplitude which varies throughout each cycle of rotation. This is

evident from Figure 4.3 where the magnetic fields BICOS wt and

B2cos(uot-(j)) produced by the currents Ii(t) and I2(t), respectively, are

shown diagrammatically. (It has been assumed in this diagram that the
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magnetic fields are applied at right angles; however, if the Helmholtz

coils are not precisely orthogonal, an additional variation is intro-

duced into the amplitude of the rotating magnetic field0 The resul-

tant magnetic field component, B , at any arbitrary angle 0 is then

given by:

B = COS 0)t COS0 + 62 COS(li)t-(j))cOS •=• - 0

which can be rewritten in the form:

B = A cos(iot-Y)

where A2 = (BicosS + 62 sine cos<j>)2 + (62 sine sin<J>)

(4.1)

and
62 sine sinij)

Y = arctan I Bl cose * B. sine

For the ideal case, where BI = 82 and <)> = 90°, equation (4.1) reduces

to:

B = BX cos(u)t-e)

In this ideal case, the amplitude of the rotating field, BI, is a con-

stant independent of angle e. However, in the non-ideal case, the

rotating field amplitude (A in equation 4.1) will depend on the angle

6; and, in the practical case where the amplitudes BI and 62 and the

phase angle <j> are all time-dependent, the rotating field amplitude

will change continuously as a function of time.

This variation in the amplitude of the rotating field was measured

experimentally with a magnetic probe inserted along the axial tube to

the centre of the discharge vessel. With the vessel evacuated, the

radial component of the magnetic field (corresponding to B in equation

4.1) was recorded. The probe was rotated in 10-degree steps through a

complete 360-degrees. Plotting the peak values of the measured magnetic

field components as a function of angle of rotation, 0, is equivalent

I
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to plotting the amplitude of the rotating magnetic field vector as a

function of time (i.e. as it rotates). The experimental results are

shown in Figure 4.4. The high frequency component (twice the fre-

quency of the rotating field) arises from the variation in magnetic

field strength throughout each complete rotation of the magnetic

field vector. This variation becomes very marked towards the end of

the current pulse.

While the current waveforms and the resulting rotating magnetic

field were not ideal, they were believed to be adequate for the present

studies.

Using average values of the rotating magnetic field strength,

deduced from Figure 4.4, the cyclotron frequencies can be calculated

as follows:

Time from
Start of
Discharge
(ys)

"olO-20

••030-40

•̂ 60

Br

(gauss)

600

450

200

toce

10.5 x 109

7.9 x 10y

3.5 x 109

to .
Cl

Argon
(singly-
ionized)

0.14 x 106

0.11 x 106

0.05 x 106

Deuterium

2.9 x 106

2.2 x 106

1.0 x 106

The frequency of the rotating field is 0.33 MHz, which corresponds to

an angular frequency of to = 2.07 x 10 . It is seen that the condition

oj . « oj « u> (from Section 1.2.1) is satisified for argon, but

would not appear to be satisfied for deuterium. (Note, however, that

if the penetration of the rotating field into the plasma is not per-

fect, the effective value of B is reduced, and hence the values of

a) . and ui are correspondingly decreased.)
L* -L C c

The electron ion collision frequency, v ., can be estimated from
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the following expression given by TANENBAUM (1967):

v . = 3.62 x 10b n. T" l2 in Aei i e

where n. is the ion number density per cubic metre and T is the

electron temperature in degrees kelvin. Taking n 'v/S x 1019 m~3 as

a representative electron number density (see Section 6.2), assuming

n. ̂  n (for argon n. < n ), taking £n A ̂  10, and assuming T 5̂ eV
1 G X G G

(say), gives v . 'v-l.S x 108 s"1. (Note that higher values of T

would lead to smaller values of v .)•
Q1

The conditions for current drive, namely, to . « to « u and} ci cc

v . « to , appear to be satisfied for argon,ei ce LC

An example of the resulting driven toroidal current, I (f), is

shown in Figure 4.5 where the results from ten successive argon plasma

discharges have been overlayed. This is a typical example of the

excellent shot-to-shot reproducibility observed in rotamak discharges

for the same initial conditions of filling pressure and vertical field.

(Discharges where the initial filling pressure deviated from the

nominal value by more than ±0.1 mtorr were rejected, that is, the data

was not recorded.)

4.1 PRELIMINARY SCALING EXPERIMENTS

The maximum power output of the line generators together with the

relatively low frequency (0.33 MHz) and limited duration (̂ 60 ps) of

the rotating field impose some constraints on the range of experiments

possible. To delineate more clearly what such constraints would mean

in practice, a series of simple exploratory experiments were first

undertaken. Rotamak vessels of three different sizes (16.8, 22.0 and

28.0 cm internal diameter) were constructed and equipped with the

appropriate rotating field and vertical field coils as outlined in

Chapter 2. A Rogowski coil was used to measure the total driven
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toroidal plasma current. The Rogowski output was integrated

(RC ̂ 915 us) and displayed on a TEKTRONIX 551 oscilloscope and recorded

on POLAROID film. For each vessel in turn, the driven plasma current,

Ifi(t), was measured as a function of vertical field amplitude, filling ,,
\

gas type (argon or deuterium) and filling pressure. \

Substantial plasma current was generated in each vessel. Some of

the experimental results are shown in Figure 4.6. It is seen that the

previously identified steady, or equilibrium, phase of the rotamak dis-

charge (HUGRASS et al. (1980a)) is maintained with apparent stability,

i.e. with no indication of plasma current disruption. The magnitude of

the driven plasma current during this equilibrium, or "current plateau",

stage of the discharge appeared to be relatively insensitive to the

size of the discharge vessel and to the nature and pressure of the <

filling gas. Under certain conditions, a second plateau in the

toroidal current could be discerned towards the end of the discharge

(see Figure 4.6(a)J. This second plateau was more pronounced in the

smallest (16.8 cm diameter) vessel.

The last column in the table shown in Figure 4.6 compares the

measured value of Ifl (averaged over the first plateau) with that pre-

dicted if it is assumed that all the atoms in the discharge vessel

are singly ionized and that the electrons all rotate synchronously v

with the applied rotating field. Using this measure as a guide, it

was decided that all subsequent measurements would be carried out using

the 16.8 cm diameter discharge vessel with argon as the experimental '

filling gas. =,

There were some difficulties associated with the use of deuterium.

The minimum filling pressures were determined by the ability to ionize .-(

the gas. Two pre-ionization schemes were attempted (see Section 2.5),
i

but both failed at low pressures (̂ 10 mtorr) with a vertical field



Gas Discharge Vessel

(Type; Filling pressure) (Inner radius; nominal volume)

le
(1st plateau) Nef

Argon (3.85 mTorr)

Argon (2.31 mTorr)

Argon (1.62 mTorr)

8.4 cm; 2-t

10.7 cm; 5-£

13.5 cm; 10-£

Deuterium (10.1 mTorr) 8.4 cm; 2-£

10 ys/div

6.3 kA 0.36

5.7 kA 0.26

6.8 kA 0.22

5.9 kA 0.06

FIG. 4.6 JfiM obtained with Argon and Deuterium in Rotamak vessels of varying size.
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present. The problem was most severe for the smallest vessel. How-

ever, following the previously mentioned decision to use argon, this

problem was not pursued.

A more detailed presentation of the results of these preliminary

experiments is not warranted since the experiments were of an explora-

tory nature, and all the results are qualitatively similar to the

results, using argon in a 16.8 cm diameter vessel, to be presented in

the following section.

4.2 INFLUENCE OF FILLING PRESSURE AND VERTICAL FIELD ON

THE DRIVEN PLASMA CURRENT

The total toroidal plasma current, IQ(t), was measured as a

function of argon filling pressure and vertical field amplitude. The
dIQ(t)

differential data, —-r-— , was recorded on diskette.

Numerical integration (see Section 3.7.1) subsequently provided

the required IQ(t) data. Figure 4.7 shows IQ(t) obtained with ao O

filling pressure of 2.5 mtorr of argon and four values of the initially

imposed vertical field. The characteristics (shape, frequency and

duration) of the RF pulses used to drive Ifi(t) are shown in Figure

4.7(a). For the case shown in Figure 4.7(b), IQ(t) is maintained witht)

apparent stability for a time of at least ̂ 60 ys; the termination of

the current pulse coincides with the end of the rotating field pulse.

The appearance of a second plateau in the toroidal current can be

seen in Figures 4.7(c)-(e). A more complete set of results is shown

in Figure 4.8.

On the basis of these results, three representative plasma condi-

tions (i.e. combinations of argon filling pressure, p, and initially

imposed vertical field, B ) were chosen for more detailed investiga-

tion, namely:

(i) p = 2.5 mtorr, Bv(0,0) = 120 gauss giving a very long

current plateau.
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FIG. 4.7 (a) Characteristics of the RF pulses used to
generate the rotating magnetic (1 kA/division).
10 (t) (2 kA/division) for argon filling pressure
of 2.5 ratorr and applied vertical field at
r = z = 0 of (b) 120 gauss; (c) 195 gauss
(d) 315 gauss; (e) 395 gauss.
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(ii) p = 2.5 mtorr, B (0,0) - 275 gauss giving two well-

defined current plateaux.

(iiil p = 6.9 mtorr. B (0,0) = 295 gauss giving no well-v

defined current plateau.

4.3 AXIAL AND RADIAL B_ MEASUREMENTS
— ' " '—— /, - - - • • - - - —

Using the minature magnetic probe (described in Section 3.1)

inserted into the retractable probe guides, the time-derivative of the
dBz

axial component of the magnetic field, -rr— (r,z,t), was measured at a

matrix of points (Ar = 0.5 cm, Az = 1.0 cm and At = 100 ns) lying in

the range r = 0.8 cm to 17.3 cm and z = -6 cm to +6 cm. The raw probe

data was recorded on flexible diskettes, and later integrated (see

Section 3.7.1). The results were adjusted for the probe calibration

factor and the effects of any external attenuators.

These measurements involved a large number of separate discharges.

The satisfactory collation of magnetic field data, recorded in separate

discharges, into meaningful profiles requires excellent shot-to-shot

reproducibility. Such high reproducibility is evident in the driven

current shown in Figure 4.5. Further evidence of the good reproducib-

ility is provided by the magnetic probe signals shown in Figure 4.9.

Some of the integrated magnetic probe data included a component

at the line generator frequency. This component exhibited spatial

dependence becoming more significant off the z-axis and either side of

the z = 0 plane (see Figure 4.10). Line generator discharges with the

vessel evacuated (i.e. no plasma) indicated that this RF component

could not be attributed directly to simple pick-up of the RF fields.

A minimal RF component was apparent in such vacuum shots and probably

arose from either imperfect alignment of the probe coil or some curva-

ture in the Helmholtz field. In any case, the magnitude of this con-

tribution was insufficient to explain the large RF component observable
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FIG. 4.9 Overlay of six integrated magnetic probe signals,
(Probe position: r = 0.75 cm, z = 0.0 cm)
(Discharge condition: 2.5 mtorr argon;

B (0,0) = 275 gauss)
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FIG. 4.10 Integrated magnetic probe signals showing spatial
dependence of RF component - for probe position
(a) r = 1.75 cm, z = 0.0, (b) r = 0.75 cm, z = +6.0 cm;
(c) r = 1.75 cm, z = +6.0 cm.
(2.5 mtorr argon; B (0,0) = 275 gauss).
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in the plasma shots. As will be explained in Section 5.2, these

observed results are consistent with imperfect penetration of the

rotating field and the RF component can justifiably be filtered out
•l

using the digital filtering technique described in Section 3.7.2. <

The total axial magnetic field at any point in the vessel is a j
i

linear superposition of the externally applied vertical field and

the field generated by the toroidal plasma current, i.e.

nTOTAL ..VERTICAL ̂  -PLASMA
BZ = BZ + BZ

Now the magnetic probe output signal is proportional to the rate of

change of the total magnetic flux linking the probe coil, i.e.

dBZprobe signal = —-7—-

TOTAL ..VERTICAL , _PLASMA
J — UD_

dt dt

On the timescale of the plasma discharge (which corresponds to the

time over which the probe signal is recorded) the vertical field is

^VERTICAL
dBZeffectively a constant i.e. TT = 0 Hence the probe signal

provides information on only the magnetic field component associated

with the driven plasma current. It is therefore necessary to algebra-

ically add to this experimental data the component due to the extern-

VERTICALally applied vertical field. The required B (r,z) component
Lt

was calculated using an analytic expression as will be discussed in

Section 5.3. "̂

Applying the digital filtering technique to the experimental data t;
, r

and taking into account the applied vertical field then enables radial /
M

profiles of B_, at each of the thirteen Z-positions, to be determined !

at discrete times throughout the discharge. Typical results are shown %\
M

in Figures 4.11-4.13. The derivation of the flux contours from these ;"'»
:*'

measurements will be discussed in Chapter 5. /
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In general, the use of probes has its limitations and problems.

For example, the physical size of the probe coil sets an obvious limit

on the spatial resolution which can be achieved. Although large field

gradients do occur in the present work (see Figures 4.11-4.13), it is

not anticipated that significant errors will be introduced by the

spatial averaging over the probe dimensions. Fine structure on a

scale comparable to the probe dimensions is not expected to be present.

Additional problems may arise from the perturbing effect of the

probe on the plasma. The use of argon as the experimental gas in the

present experiments renders the effects of plasma "cooling" by the

probe and impurity "boil-off" from the probe guide surface relatively

unimportant. One effect which must be considered, however, is the

disturbance of the toroidal plasma current flow pattern caused by the

insertion of a probe into the plasma. No specific tests were performed

to investigate the effect; but no changes in the measured toroidal

current were perceptible between discharges with all probe guides

retracted and discharges with a probe guide and probe fully inserted.

To minimise the perturbation, only one probe guide at a time was

inserted.

Axial scans were also performed by insertion of a probe along the

axial glass tube. (The Rogowski coil had to be removed for these

measurements.) This enabled B (0,z,t) to be determined. Measurements
Lt

were made from z = -9 cm to z = +10 cm in one centimetre steps. The

data was processed in the same manner as that above. The RF component

in this data was almost negligible, but digital filtering was still

performed. The results at selected times are shown in Figure 4.14-4.16.

From the probe measurements, it is possible to determine the

position of the separatrix and the neutral points. The separatrix

position can be obtained from the poloidal flux function:
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FIG. 4.17 Radial position of separatrix (in z = 0 plane) as
a function of time for (a) p = 2.5 mtorr;
Bv(0,0) = 120 gauss; (b) p = 2.5 mtorr; By(0,0) = 275 gauss;
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(a) p = 2.5 mtorr; By(0,0) = 120 gauss;
(b) p = 2.5 mtorr; B (0,0) = 275 gauss;
(c) p = 6.9 mtorr; 8̂ (0,0) = 295 gauss.
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tMr,z,t) =

r

r'B7(r',z,t)dr
l

o

which will be discussed further in Chapter 5. The separatrix is

simply the fy = 0 surface. The radial position of the separatrix, in

the z = 0 plane is shown, in Figure 4.17, as a function of time for

the three cases. The positions of both neutral points (i.e. where

B = 0) are readily obtained from the axial probe measurements (see
Li

Figures 4.14-4.16). The results arc shown in Figure 4.18.

4.4 ROTATING FIELD PENETRATION

A uniform field rotating about the Z-axis can be described in

cylindrical coordinates by the following equations:

B = B cos(u>t-0)r ui

Ba = B sin (ait-0)
o to

where B is the amplitude of the field. The penetration of the rotat-

ing magnetic field into the rotamak plasma can therefore be investigated

by measuring the 6-component of the rotating field, B , at a matrix of

points in the r,z plane. In practice, this was accomplished by rotat-

ing through 90° the same miniature magnetic probe as was used to

measure B_ in Section 4.3.
Lt

As an example, Figure 4.19(a) shows B (t) at the position
8

r = 4.75 cm and Z = 2 cm. This was obtained by numerically integrating

the recorded dBe(t)/dt data. In addition to the expected component at

the rotating field frequency, there is clearly a low frequency compon-

ent present in the signal.

Now it is possible for numerical integration of discretely sampled

sinusoidal data to lead to spurious effects. Since integration of

sinusoidal data is essentially a sum over positive and negative areas,

any small numerical "errors" (e.g. from the finite resolution of the
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FIG. 4.19 (a) Measured variation of BQ(t) (200 gauss/div.)
at position r = 4.75 cm, z = +2.0 cm.

(b) Component of the BgCt) at the rotating field
frequency.

(c) Low frequency component of 89(t).
(d) Driven current, Ig(t) (2 kA/div.)
(e) Photograph of the same BQ(t) (850 gauss/div.)

and IQ(t) (5.9 kA/div.) signals with analogue
integration (RC ̂ 915 ps).
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digitizers or from numerical approximations) may lead to the non-

cancellation of successive half-periods and lead to an apparent

base line shift. Since the sampling frequency is not synchronized

with the signal frequency, it is conceivable that spurious low fre-

quency components of the type observed here could arise under certain

circumstances. In the present case, however, it believed that the

low frequency component is indeed a genuine signal for the following

reasons:

— the RC integrated probe signals recorded on a TEKTRONIX 551

oscilloscope are identical to the same signals digitized

and numerically integrated (see Figure 4.19(e)),

— low frequency components are not present in shots with the

vessel evacuated (i.e. no plasma).

The RF and low frequency components can be separated using the

digital filtering technique described in Section 3.7.2; for example,

the components of Figure 4.19(a) are shown in Figures 4.19(b)-(c).

The low frequency component shown in Figure 4.19(c) is obtained by

digitally filtering the original signal in Figure 4.19(a). The RF

component is then obtained by subtracting the low frequency component

from the original signal. For reference, the driven plasma current,

I (t), is shown in Figure 4.19(d). The discussion that immediately

follows refers only to the high frequency component of BQ(t).o

The penetration was assessed by comparing the amplitude of B
8

(defined as half the measured peak-to-peak value) obtained with plasma

in the rotamak vessel to that obtained with the vessel evacuated. How-

ever, as has been seen in Figure 4.1, the plasma loads the line

generators, and hence the current passing through the Helmholtz coils

is less for a plasma shot than for a vacuum shot. Thus the experi-

mental B data obtained with the vessel evacuated must be appropriately
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reduced for the above comparison to be valid. The appropriate vacuum

VACdata was derived from the measured vacuum data. Bn . as follows:

(r,z,t) =
9

IPLASMA(t)

Ct)
\

where Î ASMA(t) and Î Ct) are the currents (again defined as half \
Kr Kr |

the measured peak-to-peak values) through the relevant Helmholtz coil

under plasma and vacuum conditions respectively.

In Figures 4.20-4.22 the radial profiles of the B amplitudes

obtained with vacuum and plasma shots are compared at various times
i

throughout the discharge for the three sets of plasma parameters.

It should be noted that in these measurements the probe is effec-

tively aligned with one Helmholtz coil, and so the measured B (t) is

really the field due to that coil alone. The slight differences in '

the vacuum data between Figure 4.21 and Figures 4.20, 4.22 arise from

the fact that the relevant Helmholtz coil was connected to one line

generator for the measurements shown in Figure 4.21 and was connected

to the other line generator for the later measurements shown in

Figures 4.20 and 4.22.

4.5 TOROIDAL MAGNETIC FIELD

The low frequency component of BQ, shown in Figure 4.19(c), will

now be discussed. This component is oppositely directed in the (r,+z) v

and (r,-z) halves of the minor cross section of the discharge vessel.

This is illustrated in Figure 4.23 where the total B (t) signals at

r = 3.85 cm, z = +2 cm and r = 3.85, z = -2 cm are shown for the three '

sets of plasma parameters. Also shown in Figure 4.23 is the (filtered)

driven plasma current. There is clearly some relationship between the

growth of the low frequency component and the evolution of the plasma
/

current .

The spatial distribution of the low frequency component at selected
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FIG. 4.23 Integrated magnetic probe signals, Be(t) (100 gauss/div.) for a
probe located at r = 3.85 cm and (a) z = +2 cm and (c) z = -2 cm.
The corresponding toroidal current, I (t), is shown in (b).
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times throughout the three types of discharges are shown in Figures

4.24 to 4.26. This low frequency component of B (t) is interpreted

as being due to a spontaneously generated toroidal field of the form

shown schematically in Figure 4.27. The directions of the toroidal

field shown in Figure 4.27 have been deduced from the probe measure-

ments .

To confirm the existence of these toroidal fields, a special

rotamak vessel was constructed and equipped with three pairs of flux

loops with each pair being positioned in a different plane around the

toroidal direction (see Sections 2.1 and 3.3). Since it was not

practical to include a Rogowski coil as well as the flux loops, a

magnetic probe (at r ̂ 0.8 cm, z = 0) was used to monitor the shot-to-

shot characteristics of the plasma. (The time behaviour of the

measured B7 flux near the Z-axis has nearly the same form as the total
u

plasma current.)

The flux loop signals were very large and had to be severely

attenuated. Despite the signals being passed through the low pass

(anti-aliasing) filters prior to digitization, a small amount of high

frequency noise was still evident at the very beginning of each signal

(see Figure 4.28(a)}. This noise burst did not numerically integrate

to zero, indicating that some aliasing had occurred, and it conse-

quently introduced a d.c. shift into the integrated signal. In addi-

tion, the same linear ramping occurred as had been experienced upon

integration of other signals (see Section 3.7.1).

It was not clear why the noise in this case was not entirely

removed by the filters. Perhaps the shielding between the filter

stages was inadequate and permitted some very high frequencies to

pass by direct coupling. However, in view of the fact that the noise

was relatively small, it was decided to compensate for its effect by
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FIG. 4.28 Signals from a typical pair of flux loops; (a) unintegrated flux loop data
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low frequency component overlayed (1 x lO"1* webers/div). (p = 2.5 mtorr;
Bv(0,0) = 275 gauss).
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numerical methods. The d.c. component in the integrated data was

removed by arithmetically averaging the data in the first three

cycles after the start of the signal, and subtracting the result

from the whole of the integrated signal. The ramp was then removed

in the usual fashion by assuming that the average over the last cycle

should be zero. While this overall procedure would appear to be

satisfactory for an idealised sinewave, it was less clear that it

would prove successful for the types of signals encountered in prac-

tise. However, the numerically integrated signals, corrected in the

above manner, proved to be indistinguishable from the analogue RC-

integrated signals recorded on Polaroid film. Both clearly showed

that the RF signals from a single pair of flux loops were symmetric

for vacuum shots and asymmetric for plasma shots (see Figure 4.28(b)J.

This asymmetry, which is caused by the presence of a low frequency

component, is interpreted as evidence of the toroidal flux.

Care was taken to ensure that all the flux loops were wound in

the same sense. That this was achieved can be verified by comparing

the phase of the RF component in the data from each pair of loops,

for example, in Figure 4.28 it is readily seen that the RF components

are in-phase. It is then clear that the low frequency component must

have opposite directions in these two cases. This signifies that the

toroidal flux must be in opposite directions through each flux loop of

each pair. This confirms the results deduced from probe measurements.

Moreover, the flux in the (r,+z) minor cross section was found to be

always in the same direction right around the torus, while the flux in

the (r,-z) minor cross section was always in the opposite direction.

Figure 4.29 shows the reproducibility of results from a given

pair of flux loops.

Flux loop signals were recorded for the same matrix of argon fill-

(•••;-
h" -'
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FIG. 4.29 Overlay of eight signals from a pair of flux loops -
low frequency component only (2 x 10"5 webers/div) -
for (a) flux loop around +Z quadrant and (b) flux
loop around -Z quadrant, (p = 2.5 mtorr;
B (0,0) = 275 gauss).
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ing pressures and applied vertical fields as was used in Section 4.2.

To simplify the presentation of results, an "average" toroidal field

component was derived for each pair of flux loops. This was obtained

by subtracting the low frequency component of the (r,-z) flux loop

from the low frequency component of the (r,+z) flux loop and dividing

the result by two. The final results for all three pairs of flux

loops are then shown in Figure 4.30.

Lastly, considering the flux loops as e.m.f. sources, enables the

direction of the toroidal field in each of the two minor cross sections

to be determined. The results agree with the directions shown in

Figure 4.27 deduced from the probe measurements.

4.6 POWER MEASUREMENTS

The power delivered to the plasma by one of the line generators

can be ascertained by measuring the voltage across and current through

the corresponding Helmholtz coil, making allowance for the power dis-

sipated within the coil itself. There are, however, a number of

practical difficulties.

A voltage, V = V cos cot, across a circuit and a corresponding

current, 1 = 1 coG(u)t-<j>) , leads to an instantaneous power of the

form:

P(t) = V I cos(wt) cos(u)t-<|0

= V I [cos2u>t cos(j> + cos u>t sin ut sin*]
O O

The first term is always positive and represents the power dissipated

in the resistive components of the circuit, while the second term is

oscillatory and represents the rate of energy change in the reactive

components. The relevant quantity in the present context is the mean fj.\

power (i.e. the above instantaneous power averaged over one or more

cycles), that is:

J,
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P = Vo 'o I *

= 1 Vo Jo COS<()

This now represents the mean rate of dissipation in the resistance of

the circuit.

The important thing to note is that if <j> ̂  0°, as would be the

case if the V and I were measured over a predominantly resistive com-

1ponent, P £ -=• V I and, in particular, P would be relatively insen-

sitive to the exact value of <j>. However, if a predominantly reactive

component is involved, <j> ̂  90°, and P would be very sensitive to minor

differences in this phase angle. Therefore a slight error in the phase

could lead to a significant error in P.

Thus, firstly, rather than performing the power measurements across

the predominantly inductive Helmholtz coil, the measurement was per-

formed across the Helmholtz coil plus tuning capacitor, as shown in

Figure 4.31. Putting f = 0.33 MHz, C = 30 nF and L = 8.2 uH gives

u)L = 17.0 J2 and 1/oiC = 16.1 fl. The reactive components should there-

fore nearly cancel, making the measurement less sensitive to small

phase errors.

Secondly, as outlined in Section 3.4, measures were taken to

eliminate phase errors introduced by the measurement circuitry itself.

The data analysis was best performed in terms of energy rather

than power. By measuring V(t) and I(t), as indicated in Figure 4.31,

.during a plasma shot, the total RF energy transferred from one of the

li;:e generators can be calculated as follows:

rt

E(t) = V(t') I(t') dt'
J o

To obtain the energy transferred to the plasma, it is necessary to

subtract off the energy associated with the load circuity itself

s* V
•V '
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FIG. 4.31 Load circuit of the line generators. L£ O3.8 yH) is the
inductive load required to terminate the line generators.
LH O8.2 pH) is the inductance of the Helmholtz coil.
C O30 nF) is the capacitor used to approximately tune-
out the reactive component due to the Helmholtz coil.
The current and voltage are measured as shown.
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(which includes the energy dissipated in the resistance of the load

circuit and the energy stored in, and later retrieved from, the

reactive components of the load circuit). Simply subtracting off an

E(t), calculated as above, for a vacuum (i.e. non plasma) shot is

incorrect since the plasma is known to load the generators and hence

change the current waveforms.

A possible approach is to measure V(t) and I(t) for a vacuum shot,

and try to determine the circuit resistance as follows:

fT V(t) I(t) dt

(4.2)

I2(t) dt

This is only correct, however, if the integrals are taken over a time,

T, sufficiently long that the energy stored in the reactive components

of the load circuitry has decayed to zero or, in other words, such

that I(T) = 0. From Figure 4.1(a) this is clearly not the case. More-

f* ?over Figure 4.32 shows that R I (t') dt1 is a poor approximation to
•'o

V(t') I(t') dt1, and that the reactive components play a significant

role. (The value of R was derived from equation 4.2 taking time T to

be near the end of the recorded signal.)

A better approach, and the one adopted here, is to assume that the

energy stored in the reactive components is proportional to a moving-

average of the current-squared, I (t); and to fit to the vacuum data,

t
V(t') I(t') dt', an expression of the form:

ft
R Iz(t') dt' -i- ̂  L Iz(t)
'o

where R and L are the fitted constants.

This fitting procedure was accomplished as follows:
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1. The resistance, R, was first estimated using equation

(4.2) and taking T at digitized sample number 950,

rather than the last sample number 1024, to avoid the

kink arising from the V(t) at the end of the recorded

trace.

2. A suitable Iz(t) was derived as follows:

where T is a time lag corresponding to a quarter-period

of the original generator frequency. (In practice, T

should be 750 ns; but 700 ns, i.e. seven channels of

digitized data, were actually used.)

3. A constant L must now be determined which satisfies the

following at all times t:

t ft
j L Iz(t) = V(t') I(t') dt' - R Iz(t') dt1

^ o J o

This is equivalent to a set of linear equat ons:

ax. = y.i J i

which enables the constant to be readily determined by

a least squares process.

4. To allow for the non-zero I(t) at the end of the recorded

current data, an iteration procedure was adopted, i.e.

the resistance was recalculated as:

rT .
V(t) I(t) dt - ±1 I2(T)

R = ̂  f

f I2(t) dt
Jo

using the value of L from the previous step. This new value

of R was then used in the previous step to recalculate a new

value of L, etc.
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The values of the fitted parameters (averaged over several shots)

are given in the following table.

Resistance (ran)

Inductance (yH)

Generator #1
Load Circuit

325

6.5

Generator #2
Load Circuit

241

7.0

The fitted curves are shown in Figure 4.33. Note the excellent agree-

ment.

Using the V(t) and I(t) data obtained from a plasma shot, the

energy transferred to the plasma was calculated as:

E(t) = I V(t') I(t') dt1 - R I I (f) dt' - ̂  L I2(t)
Jo J0

with the values of R and L previously derived from vacuum shots as

described above. The assumption was made that the presence of the

plasma did not alter the inductance of the Helmholtz coil. Although

this assumption is not valid if the rotating field does not completely

penetrate the plasma, it is believed to be adequate for calculating

what amounts to a relatively small correction term.

Figure 4.34 shows a data processing sequence for a particular

data shot. Data for several shots were recorded and analysed as above.

The results (corresponding to Figure 4.34(f)) appeared essentially

identical. An average was taken. The measurements were performed

separately, not simultaneously, on each of the two line generator load

circuits. The averaged results for each generator were then added to

give the total energy transferred to the plasma. This procedure was

repeated for each of the three sets of plasma conditions studied. The

results are given in Figure 4.35.

The input power into the plasma is of more relevance for inter-

fc*
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FIG. 4.34 Processing sequence for plasma shots (p = 2.5 mtorrT
Bv(0,0) = 120 gauss). (a) voltage waveform, V(t) ;
(b) current waveform, I(t);

ft
(c) E!(t)= V(t')I(t')dt'; (d) E2(t)

0

(e) E3(t) = Ei(t)-E2(t>; (f) E3(t) after digital filtering.
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I2(t')dt'+i L I2 (t) •
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Total energy, E(t), transferred to the plasma for initial conditions
(a) p = 2.5 mtorr, Bv(0,0) = 120 gauss;
(b) p = 2.5 mtorr;
(c) p = 6.9 mtorr;

Bv(0,0) = 275 gauss;
Bv(0,0) = 295 gauss.
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FIG. 4.36 Estimation of total power input to plasma for the three cases:
(a) p = 2.5 mtorr; Bv(0,0) = 120 gauss;
(b) p = 2.5 mtorr; Bv(0,0) = 275 gauss;
(c) p = 6.9 mtorr; Bv(0,0) = 295 gauss.
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pretative purposes. This can be obtained by taking the time derivative

of the energy data shown in Figure 4.35. It is clearly seen that the

graphs in Figure 4.35 can each be split up into several regimes of

different slopes, as is done in Figure 4.36. The corresponding powers

are also shown in this figure. Also shown on the same timescale are

the driven plasma currents, Ie(t).

4.7 ROTAMAK VESSEL WITH CONDUCTING RINGS

In all the experiments discussed so far in this chapter, the

vertical field required for plasma equilibrium has been supplied by a

set of external coils. An alternative approach would have been to

surround the plasma by a conducting shell. Image currents induced in

this shell would then provide the appropriate magnetic field for

equilibrium. It was speculated that such a shell would reduce the

plasma wall interaction during the initial phase of the discharge.

(The poloidal flux contours, derived in Chapter 5, imply that the

plasma is in contact with the vessel wall during the early stages of

certain discharges.) Reducing the plasma wall interaction should

improve the energy confinement and perhaps enable larger toroidal

plasma currents to be sustained.

To investigate this suggestion, a rotamak vessel with a system of

external, toroidally-conducting rings was prepared as described in

Section 2.1. These conducting rings served as a conducting wall as

far as the behaviour of the toroidal plasma current was concerned, and

served to conserve poloidal flux in situations where field changes

occurred on a timescale much less than the time constant of the rings.

To check that the penetration of the rotating field had not been

adversely affected by the rings, probe measurements of the radial dis-

tribution of rotating field, B (t), were made, in the Z = 0 plane,

with the vessel evacuated, and compared with the corresponding results

r*
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obtained in the previous vessel which had not been equipped with con-

ducting rings. The comparison, at a particular time in the RF dis-

charge, is shown in Figure 4.37, and clearly shows that the presence

of the rings did not affect the rotating field. (The systematic

differences between the two profiles in Figure 4.37 can, in part, be

attributed to slight differences in the Helmholtz coil arrangement on

the two different vessels - in particular the alignment with respect

to the probe.)

The combined effect of conducting rings plus an externally

applied vertical field (from auxiliary coils) was also investigated.

However, with the conducting rings present, the externally applied

vertical field distribution is not necessarily that given by the

analytic expression used to correct the earlier probe measurements in

Section 4.3. Any currents induced in the rings would modify the

vacuum vertical field distribution and cause it to depart from that

given by the analytic expression.

Probe measurements made in the centre of the vessel (at r M).8 cm,

z = 0) indicated that this externally applied field was substantially

attenuated by the presence of the conducting rings (see Figure 4.38),

and that a substantial time was required for the field to penetrate.

With the conducting rings present, the peak field at the above probe

position occurred 2̂07 ps later than the peak field without the conduct-

ing rings. A delay of 210 ys was introduced into the firing sequence so

that the liner generators were discharged near the peak of this field as

measured at this near-central position within the vessel.

The radial distribution of the axial component of the vertical

field, measured at the time when the near-centre magnetic field peaked,

is shown in Figure 4.39. The small size of the experimental signals

(i.e. dB/dt small) led to some scatter in the results. A smooth curve

was drawn (by eye) through the experimental data and a set of "extern-
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conducting rings. (Vessel evacuated; capacitor
bank charging voltage: 1800 volts).
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ally applied vertical field data" was read off for use in the subse-

quent analysis.

This radial distribution is actually time-dependent; the field

at the vessel centre peaks substantially later than the field external

to the conducting rings. However, in the subsequent analysis, it was

assumed that the distribution as shown in Figure 4.39 remained fixed

throughout the course of a plasma discharge. From the experimental

data it appears that this is a good approximation inside the vessel

where field changes of typically 2̂% were observed over a period of

80 ys (centred around the time of plasma discharge). However, outside

the vessel changes in the field of ̂ 5% were noted over the same 80 ys

period.

The main parameter investigated in this vessel was the magnitude

of the driven plasma current as a function of argon filling pressure

and applied vertical field strength. The results are shown in Figure

4.40.

Radial magnetic probe scans were performed for three plasma con-

ditions, namely, an argon filling pressure of 2.5 mtorr with:

(i) no externally applied vertical field, B ;

(ii) Bv(0,0) = 57 gauss;

(iii) B (0,0) = 135 gauss.

The measurements enabled the radial position of the separatrix to be

determined as a function of time for each of the above conditions. For

the two cases, which included an externally applied vertical field, the

separatrix position could be determined relatively accurately from the

frzero-crossing of the poloidal flux function, ijj(r) = 2ir r" B7(r') dr',

as seen from Figures 4.42-4.43. However, for the case without an

externally applied vertical field, both the magnetic field, B_(r), and

the flux function, 4»(r), tended to asymptotically approach zero in the
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radial direction, thereby making an accurate estimation of the

separatrix position more difficult (Figure 4.41).

Results of the estimated separatrix position as a function of

time are given in Figure 4.44.

T',



CHAPTER 5

DERIVATION OF FLUX CONTOURS
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The poloidal flux is given by:

ifr = B ds

where the integration is performed over a surface spanning the centre

of the toroid (see, for example, Chapter 4 of BATEMAN (1978)). Assum-

ing symmetry about the major axis, the poloidal flux can be written as:

*(r,z,t) = ' B7(r' ,z,t)dr'

As described in Section 4.3, dB^/dt was measured over a matrix of

24 radial positions and 13 axial positions (representing 24 x 13 <500

plasma shots). At each position, the probe signal was digitized every

100 ns, and a total of 1024 successive samples were recorded. Thus

for each of the three plasma configurations studied, a total of

24 x 13 x 1024 ̂ 3 x 105 samples of experimental dB /dt data were
Lt

recorded. (Rogowski data on the driven plasma current was also recorded

for each shot.) The analysis of this data was performed on the LSI-11/02

computer system. The philosophy adopted was to process the raw data in

two stages:

— an initial phase leading to complete matrices of ijj(r,z) data

at selected times;

— a second phase in which, for each t(;(r,z) matrix in turn, con-

tours of constant ty were determined and displayed and

optionally plotted.

A flow chart of the relevant programs will be given in Appendix B.

The more important features of the analysis procedure will be discussed

in the following sections.
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5.1 REPRODUCIBILITY OF PLASMA DISCHARGES

In order for the combined data from over 300 plasma shots to be

meaningful, it is essential that the plasma discharges are highly

reproducible. An example of the excellent reproducibility of the

driven toroidal plasma current has already been presented in Figure

4.5. Further examples are shown in Figure 5.1 where the (digitally

filtered) driven plasma current is shown for each of the three plasma

configurations studied. The reason for the relatively poorer

reproducibility in Figure 5.1(o.) is unknown (though the raw Rogowski

data in this case did tend to be slightly "noisy" at the very start

of the signal, whereas the data in the other two cases appeared very

"clean"). Further evidence of the good reproducibility is offered by

the magnetic probe data of Figure 4.9.

Because of this good reproducibility, an originally envisaged

"shot rejection criterion", based on departures of each Rogowski wave-

form from some "standard" waveform, was not implemented. It was

assumed that all recorded data were equally valid.

Although it would have been desirable to record data for several

shots at each probe position, the cost in experimental time would have

been prohibitive. It was assumed that a single shot was representa-

tive.

Lastly, it was assumed that the start of each magnetic probe

signal occurred in the same digitizer time channel, i.e. shot-to-shot

timing jitter was assumed negligible. This approximation appears

reasonable from Figure 5.1-. A search option to locate the start of

the Rogowski current signal was provided, but was never used.

5.2 FILTERING OF BZ DATA

From raw magnetic probe data recorded on diskette, B7 was calcu-
Li

lated for each of the ̂ 300 probe positions at discrete times through-
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out the discharge, as explained in Section 4.3.

It was noted in Section 4.3 that some of the probe data included

a component at the line generator frequency. The observed results

were consistent with imperfect penetration of the rotating field. In

such a situation the rotating field would tend to be screened out of

the plasma by currents induced within the plasma. This effect is

indicated in a very idealised manner in Figure 5.2. (in practice,

field structures more complicated than that shown in Figure 5.2 could

be expected (HUGRASS (1979bJ)}. Curvature would thus be introduced

into the field lines. The magnetic probe would then detect the z-

component of this curved rotating field. From symmetry one would

expect the magnitude of this z-component to be zero along the axis,

i.e. r = 0, and in the z = 0 plane. The experimental results are con-

sistent with this picture. For example, along the z = 0 plane, the RF

component is relatively small, as shown in Figure 4.10(a). Off the

z = 0 plane, the RF component becomes more significant as seen in

Figure 4.1a(b) and (c), but tends to become relatively smaller as

r -»• 0.

The above interpretation is supported by the penetration measure-

ments of Section 4.4. The rotating field fails to completely pene-

trate the plasma.

Accepting this explanation for the RF component of the probe sig-

nals, one can conclude that it is extraneous to the desired "steady"

B_ component and can therefore be justifiably removed by the digital

filtering technique of Section 3.7.2.

5.3 EXTERNALLY APPLIED VERTICAL FIELD COMPONENT

As explained in Section 4.3, the quasi-steady vertical field com-

VERTICALponent, B O,z), generated by the external coils, has to be
L»

algebraically added to the B data obtained from the probe measurements
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This component was calculated using an analytic expression.

SMYTHE (1950) derives the following expression for the z-

component of the field at point P, due to a single circular loop of

radius a, carrying a current I, as shown in Figure 5.3:

IT

fr -1
where K(m) = (l-m2sin29)~2d6 is a complete elliptic integral

Jo

of the first kind, and

TT

E(m) = (l-m2sin29)*d9 is a complete elliptic integral
•'o i

of the second kind with modulus m = —
L (a+r)2+z2 J

The above expression can be readily extended to the case of two coils

separated by a distance S, to give the required expression for the

z-component of.the vertical field, i.e.

. i

where a = coil radius (0.1125 m),

N = number of turns in each coil (8),

I = current through each turn,

Zi = f - z ,

Z2 = y + z ,

S = coil separation (0.346 m)

K(m), E(m) = complete elliptic integrals of the first

and second kind as given above.

VERTICALThus once the current, I, is specified, B (r,z) can be calcu-
LJ

lated at any arbitrary position r,z.

Experimentally, the magnitude of the peak vertical field was

varied by charging the associated capacitor bank to different voltages
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The charging voltage was thus used as the experimental parameter.

This was related to the required current, I, by determining the

current for various charging voltages, as shown in Figure 5.4. A

PEARSON current transformer Model 1025 was used to measure the

current .

The vertical field distribution, derived from the above analytic

expression with the measured current and coil geometry, was checked

with independent probe measurements. The large probe, described in

Section 3.1, was used to measure the vertical field along the axis.

These measurements were performed without the rotamak vessel in posi-

tion. Allowance had to be made for the (20 n) internal resistance of

the probe which was significant compared with the 50 ti terminating

resistance.

The results of these probe measurements are shown in Figure 5.5

together with the theoretical curve calculated with I = 1880 amps.

This value of the current was measured with a PEARSON current trans-

former during the probe measurements. A better fit to the probe data

can be obtained with I = 1910 amps. This 1̂.5% difference was deemed

to be within the accuracy of either measurement, and an average value of

1895 amps was therefore taken to correspond to the charging voltage of

700 volts which had been used. To obtain the currents associated with

other charging voltages, a linear relationship was assumed.

A comparison of probe measurements and calculated results in the

radial direction are given in Figure 5.6.

From Figures 5.5 and 5.6 it is clear that the computer implementa-

VERTICALtion of the theoretical expression for B_ (r,z) produces an

adequate representation of the experimental vertical field distribution.

It was assumed that this field remained fixed throughout a plasma dis-

charge, i.e. was time-dependent.
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5.4 CALCULATION OF POLOIDAL FLUX

Examples of the final B data have been shown in Figures 4.11-4.13
Lt

as a function of r, at particular z-positions and selected times. The

poloidal flux was obtained by numerically integrating this data, i.e.

ip(r,z,t) = 2ir r1 Bz(r
l,z,t)drl

The integration was accomplished by using the actual measured B7 data
Li

(rather than "fitted" data) and by assuming that B was linear in r

between successive r-values. It was further assumed that the value

of B_ at r = 0 was the same as the value of B at r = 0.8 cm (the

innermost accessible probe position). In principle, data at r = 0 is

available from the axial probe scans mentioned in Section 4.3 but, for

simplicity, the above assumption was made. It was not expected to

lead to any significant error because of the r-weighting. Examples of

the resulting poloidal flux are shown in Figures 5.7-5.9.

Implicit in the above procedure is the assumption that the mag-

netic field distribution is symmetric about the major axis. Since the

rotating field and the vertical field are symmetrically arranged about

this axis, this would appear to be a reasonable assumption. However,

no experiments were performed to check its validity.

Poloidal flux data was derived as above, for each of the thirteen

z-positions, at a selected number of timesteps. The resulting ij/-data

was stored on a flexible diskette. Computer limitations restricted

the number of timesteps to 40 (out of the total 1024 recorded) during

any one analysis run. Versatility in the choice of these timesteps

was available. Repeated analysis of the same data enabled all 1024

timesteps to be analyzed if desired.

5.5 DERIVATION OF FLUX CONTOURS

At the outset it had been envisaged that a polynomial would be
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FIG. 5.7 Radial distribution (at z = 0) of poloidal flux at selected
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fitted to either the B (r) or the ijj(r) data at each z-position and at
Li

each timestep. The contours of constant flux would then be derived

from the fitted polynomials. This approach was pursued initially, but

it became obvious that a high-order polynomial was required. For

example, at least an eighth-order polynomial was necessary to provide

a good fit to the positive *Kr) data, and an even higher order was

required to simultaneously fit both the positive and negative i|/(r)

data. Imposing restraints on the fitting procedure, such as <Ko) = 0

and -^- =0, tended to require even higher order polynomials.
8r r=0

(Similar comments apply to fitting the B_ data.) Spline fitting was

also investigated.

However, fitting was eventually abandoned in favour of the more

straightforward, but somewhat less elegant, method of linear inter-

polation between adjacent data points in the î (r) profiles (with the

(̂r) profiles themselves being derived as indicated in the previous

section). From Figures 5.7-5.9 it is seen that the i|/(r) data points

are sufficiently closely spaced that linear interpolation should be

satisfactory and not lead to significant errors.

Linear interpolation was used in the r-direction to determine the

radial positions where given contour levels intersected a particular

iKr) profile. Repeating this procedure for all thirteen z-positions

and joining the corresponding points with straight lines led to a con-

tour plot of the form shown in Figure 5.10(a).

The z-mesh was relatively coarse; it was limited to one centimetre

steps by the physical arrangement of retractable probe guides. To aid

the graphical presentation of the contour data, an option was incor-

porated into the program to linearly interpolate the i|i data in the

z-direction so as to generate a specified number (usually five) of

"artificial" i|)(r) profiles between each pair of measured tKr) profiles.
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A similar option was included to linearly extrapolate the data beyond

the two outermost pairs of measured <Kr) profiles by a further 1 cm

in the z-direction. Then using the same procedure as outlined in the

preceding paragraph, but now including the artificial iKr) profiles

as well as the measured tjj(r) profiles, gave the more acceptable con-

tour plot shown in Figure 5.10(b).

It must be emphasized that this interpolation/extrapolation pro-

cedure was merely an aid to the graphical presentation.

Near the (r = 0) axis the separatrix was found to sometimes extend

beyond the measurement region (see, for example, Figure 5.10(b)). In

such cases, the position of the separatrix was not adequately defined.

In principle, information about the positions of the neutral points was

available from the separate axial scan measurements; but no attempt was

made to incorporate this information into the contour program. Instead,

an option was included to omit the separatrix, if desired.

The spacing between contours was specified as part of the input

data. This then determined the number of closed contours. The total

number of contours (i.e. open plus closed) was limited by the available

computer memory. For this reason, the number of open contours which

were plotted was kept to a small number.

In Figures 5.11 to 5.13 are shown some of the resulting contour

plots for the three plasma conditions. In these plots the separatrix

has been omitted, and the number of open contours has been restricted

to three. Shown above each contour plot is a typical RF current from

one of the line generators, and a plot of the driven plasma current.

The latter has been averaged over ten shots and has been digitally

filtered. The vertical line through the plasma current indicates the

timestep corresponding to the displayed flux contours.

For the case shown in Figure 5.12, all 1024 timesteps have been
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FIG. 5.11 Poloidal flux contours at selected times during the discharge
for p = 2.5 mtorr, Bv(0,0) = 120 gauss. Black dots represent
vessel wall. (Vertical and horizontal scales: 1 cm/div)
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FIG. 5.12 Poloidal flux contours at selected times during the discharge for
p = 2.5 mtorr, Bv(0,0) = 275 gauss. Black dots represent vessel
wall. (Vertical and horizontal scales: 1 cm/div).
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FIG. 5.13 Poloidal flux contours at selected times during the discharge for
p = 6.9 mtorr, Bv(0,0) = 295 gauss. Black dots represent vessel
wall. (Vertical and horizontal scales: 1 cm/div).
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processed, and a movie film has been made showing the evolution of

the contours.

"rn



CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS



6.1

In Section 6.1, each experimentally determined parameter will be

briefly discussed in turn. Attention will be drawn to all the pertin-

ent points.

The derivation of some additional parameters, including the

current density and electron number density, will be discussed in

Section 6.2

A possible mechanism for generating the observed toroidal mag-

netic fields has been proposed by HUGRASS and KIROLOUS (1983). This

mechanism will be outlined in Section 6.3

A plausible interpretation of the results for each of the three

types of plasma discharge studied will be given in Section 6.4.

The effects of an azimuthally conducting wall will be discussed

in Section 6.5

In Section 6.6, the applicability of MHD equilibrium theory to

the rotamak data will be examined.

Finally, in Sections 6.7 and 6.8, some conclusions will be drawn

and suggestions for further work will be proposed.

>»»
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6.1 GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

Driven Toroidal Current

A number of observations can be made regarding the matrix of

driven current, I.(t), measurements shown in Figure 4.8.
0

(i) The time taken to reach the peak value of IQ increases0

with decreasing filling pressure. This presumably

arises from the slower rate of ionization occurring at

lower filling pressures,

(ii) For a given filling pressure, the value of I. corres-
o

ponding to the first plateau stage of the discharge,

increases with the value of the vertical field strength,

B . Plotting the value of IQ, averaged over this
V D

plateau region, yields the results shown in Figure 6.1.

(This figure also includes data derived from the pre-

liminary measurements reported in Section 4.1.)

(iii) The duration of the first plateau stage decreases as the

average I increases.
8

(iv) In general, there is a noticeable increase in I. towards
a

the end of the first current plateau stage,

(v) Under certain conditions a second current plateau is

observed. The value of I averaged over this plateau is0

also plotted, as a function of B , in Figure 6.1.

Poloidal Magnetic Flux Contours

The magnetic flux contours shown in Figure 5.11 and 5.12 are

associated with discharges in which current plateaux are clearly

evident. The contours in these two cases have many similar features:

(i) At the peak value of I , the magnetic configuration is

that of an oblate compact torus with the separatrix lying

well outside the wall of the discharge vessel. It is
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reasonable to assume that the plasma must be in contact

with the vessel wall at this time.

(ii) During the first current plateau stage, the configura-

tion is still that of an oblate compact torus, but now

the separatrix is just inside the vessel wall. Note

that this is not true at the very beginning of the plateau

phase in Figure 5.11, where the separatrix does indeed

remain outside the vessel for a significant time after I.

has attained its "steady" value.

(iii) During the entire period of the first current plateau, the

configuration remains reasonably symmetric. There are no

obvious signs of tilting.

(iv) There is a tendency for the configuration to develop what

can best be described as a "doublet-type" structure. This

tendency is apparent throughout the whole of the first

plateau phase, and becomes particularly pronounced at the

end of this phase. (See also Figure 6.2 in which the

appropriate data from Figure 5.11 have been reanalyzed with

one-tenth of the contour spacing.)

(v) The second current plateau phase of the discharge in Figure

5.12 corresponds to a mirror-like magnetic field configura-

tion. During this phase, the driven Ifl is insufficient to

reverse the externally applied vertical field on axis.

(vi) The termination of the first current plateau phase of

Figure 5.11, and the second current plateau phase of Figure

5.12, coincides with the end of the RF pulse, i.e. with the

end of the rotating magnetic field.

The magnetic flux contours shown in Figure 5.13 are associated

with a plasma discharge having no identifiable current plateau phase.
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The contours exhibit some features which are different to those dis-

cussed above:

(i) The separatrix remains inside the vessel throughout the

discharge.

(ii) At the peak value of IQ, the poloidal flux is less

sharply peaked than in the previous two cases. In fact,

there is evidence of a triple-peaked structure. The

configuration, however, is symmetric about the z = 0 plane,

(iii) As IA falls from its peak value, a marked asymmetry

develops in the flux contours. The contours become more

symmetric again during the subsequent rise in IQ, though

a "doublet-type" structure is apparent,

(iv) In the latter half of the discharge, IQ falls to a very
O

low value insufficient to reverse the on-axis vertical

field, and a mirror-like configuration results. However,

I. shows no sign of a "steady" second current plateau

phase as was observed in Figure 5.12.

Rotating Field Penetration

With respect to the penetration measurements shown in Figures

4.20-4.22, the following observations can be made:

(i) During all these discharges, the rotating field fails to

completely penetrate the interior of the plasma. It is

excluded from the plasma by the action of induced poloidal

screening currents. These screening currents enhance the

amplitude of the rotating field at the plasma surface, as

can be seen in Figures 4.20-4.22.

(ii) The penetration would appear to be better than that expected

on the basis of the classical skin depth, i.e.

/ y~ti)
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This expression can be evaluated using

m v •e ei

nee

and taking the expression for the electron-ion collision

frequency from TANENBAUM (1967), namely,

v . = 3.62 x 10'6 n. T" /2 £n Aei i e

(where the ion number density is m~3 and the electron

temperature is K) . Assuming Jin A % 10, and putting
n
e

n. = •= , leads to the following expression for the
1 Zeff

classical skin depth at the rotating field frequency

(0.33 MHz):

6 = 31.4 Z"A T"eff e metre

(for T\ in K). The skin depth at various electron tempera-

tures is given in the following table. The approximate

values of Z ,.,, for argon at these temperatures have been

supplied by Dr S. Ortolani of the University of Padua

(private communication).

Te
(eV)

5

10

20

Zeff

2

3.5

6

6

(cm)

0.6

0.3

0.1

Thus, if the electron temperature were 5 eV, the amplitude

of the rotating magnetic field would fall to ̂ 5% of its

value in vacua at a distance of VL.8 cm (i.e. 36) in from

the plasma surface. Experimentally, the rotating field
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amplitude at this distance in from the plasma surface is ;
•1

observed to have fallen to only some ̂ 30 to 50% of its

vacuum value. Thus one concludes that the penetration ,|

is better than classical. '|
4

(iii) In general, the penetration appears reasonably symmetric J
*

about the z = 0 plane. However, in the case where the

flux contours exhibit marked asymmetry (Figure 5.13), the •.

penetration is also asymmetric, as seen by comparing the

penetration at axial position z = +3 cm with that at posi-
i

tion z = -3 cm in Figure 4.22. This comparison implies

that the penetration is better near the peak of the

poloidal flux,

(iv) The rotating field penetration is particularly poor towards <

the end of the plateau phase in Figure 4.20.

(v) During the second current plateau phase, the rotating field

has a very distinctive distribution (Figure 4.21). It

appears to completely penetrate the centre of the vessel

and to be completely screened out at some radial position

in the z = 0 plane. A similar distribution is seen in the

latter half of the discharge shown in Figure 4.22.

Toroidal Magnetic Field

Evidence for a toroidal magnetic field of the form shown schemat-
'„-•!

ically in Figure 4.27 has been provided by both magnetic probe measure-

ments (Figures 4.24-4.26) and flux loop measurements (Figure 4.30). : * ...

The probe measurements indicate that those discharges involving current

plateaux (i.e. Figures 4.24-4.25) have similar features.
4.

(i) Evidence for a toroidal field appears at the beginning of (,'

the first current plateau phase; but the field becomes ;'

really significant only towards the end of the plateau ;:
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(coincident with the increase in I ). The field rises to

a maximum (MOO gauss in Figure 4.24 and ̂ 200 gauss in

Figure 4.25) at the very end of the current plateau, and

then decays away.

(ii) To within experimental accuracy, the fields in the positive-

z and negative-z quadrants appear symmetric, which signifies

that the net toroidal flux is zero,

(iii) There is no evidence of any toroidal field during the second

current plateau phase (Figure 4.25).

For the discharge without a current plateau phase (i.e. Figure 4.26)

the results are less clear cut.

(i) There is some suggestion of toroidal field during the plasma

formation stage, for example, at the time of peak I..

(ii) As I. decreases from its peak value, the toroidal field in
D

the negative-z quadrant appears to decay, while that in the

positive-z quadrant remains. The resulting asymmetry is

consistent with the asymmetry observed in the poloidal flux

contours (Figure 5.13).

(iii) During the subsequent rise in I , the toroidal field grows

in both quadrants reaching a maximum value of ̂ 400 gauss at

approximately the time of the second peak in I .

(iv) There is no evidence of a toroidal field in the latter half

of the discharge when Ifl has fallen to a low value.

In all of the three cases studied (Figures 4.24-4.26) the direc-

tions of the toroidal fields in each quadrant were always the same.

The following observations can be made from the flux loop measure-

ments of Figure 4.30.

(i) The toroidal flux is present, and in the same direction,

all the way around the vessel in the toroidal direction.
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(ii) A clear correlation exists between the time evolution of ;
i

the toroidal flux (Figure 4.30) and that of the driven

current, IQ (Figure 4.8). For example, the peak value * ,|

of toroidal flux coincides with the end of the first -I
<j

current plateau phase where I- is also observed to rise 1
i

slightly prior to falling. At higher filling pressures,

where the current plateau phase no longer exists but has

been replaced by a phase involving a rapidly rising Ig,

the toroidal flux is observed to rise rapidly and reach

a peak coincident with the second peak in I .

(iii) The initial oscillations in the flux signals shown in

Figure 4.30 are, at least in part, attributable to the

transient response of the digital filter used to remove <

the RF component. These oscillations, however, are

observed to be more marked at higher filling pressures

and higher vertical fields.

Power Measurements

In Section 4.6, the power transferred to the plasma was obtained

by approximating the energy input of Figure 4.35 by a sequence of

straight-line segments. From a comparison of the results shown in

Figure 4.36, the following points become immediately apparent. s

(i) The input power changes at approximately the same points

in time for each of the three types of discharge. This

implies that the power changes are largely independent of ' -

the plasma parameters, and are a consequence of the line

generator characteristics,

(ii) The estimated power input at each stage of the discharge

is very similar for all three cases. It is not expected "

to be identical, since the plasma must present different .,-'
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"loads" in each of the three cases.

(iii) A strong correlation exists between the input power changes

and the observed features in each of the plasma discharges.

This leads to the qualitative description of each discharge

to be given in Section 6.4.

6.2 THE DERIVATION OF ADDITIONAL PLASMA PARAMETERS

The aim of the present study has been to investigate the magnetic

structure of the rotamak discharges. No attempt has been made to

directly measure such important parameters as the plasma density and

temperature. With certain assumptions, it is possible, at least in

principle, to derive these parameters from the magnetic field measure-

ments .

Current Density

From the measured B data it is possible to derive the toroidal
Z

current density, jQ:

, f 3B 3B "I1 r z_
^9 ~ u I 9z " 8r Jo *• '

•y*

The -— term cannot be neglected in this case, as is commonly done in
O Z

the field reversed theta pinch configurations with their highly

elongated "race track" poloidal flux contours. However, since
r

1 9H* I tij
B = - , where ¥ is proportional to the poloidal flux, ̂  V = -̂ —

\

(see, for example, Chapter 4, BATEMAN (1978)), the above equation can

be rewritten as

Fitting the B data at each z position to an eighth order polynomial,
Z B (r,z)

and using the fitted data to derive — - - and

f=
IJ

dr

r1 B (r',z)dr', have enabled j.(r,z) to be evaluated.
Z o
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The resulting values are subject to some uncertainty, however, since

numerical derivatives of experimental data are particularly prone to

error. Care must therefore be exercised in attempting to interpret

the results.

Two examples of the results are shown in Figure 6.3. Figure

6.3(a) shows jQ(r) at z = 0, for the p = 2.5 mtorr, B (0,0) = 120 gausso V

case, at a time M2 ys from the start of the actual discharge (i.e.

near the middle of the current plateau phase) . This time was selected

as it represents a time during the current plateau phase after the

separatrix has moved inside the vessel wall, but before the toroidal

field has become too dominant. Similarly, Figure 6.3(b) shows jQ(r)tj

at z = 0, for the p = 2.5 mtorr, B (0,0) = 275 gauss case, at a time

ys from the start of the discharge (i.e. near the start of the

current plateau phase) . This time was chosen for similar reasons to

those given above.

The current density distributions shown in Figure 6. 3 (a) and (b)

would appear to be reasonable; however, it should be noted that in

both cases the current density is non-zero outside the vessel wall.

This is clearly non-physical and must be an artefact of the numerics.

Similarly, it is not clear whether the double-hump distribution in

Figure 6. 3 (a) is also merely a numerical artefact or whether it is

really significant.

Electron Number Density

If it is assumed that the current density distributions derived

above are correct, and if it is further assumed that the electrons

all rotate as a rigid rotor (i.e. j (r) = -n ê r) , then the electron0 e . ., ..

number density, n (r,z), can be determined as n (r,z) = --

The rigid rotor assumption is not strictly valid for the present

experiments since it requires perfect penetration of the rotating
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field (which is not achieved in these experiments). Nevertheless, it

should provide an approximate indication of the electron density.

The results are shown in Figure 6.4 for the same two cases presented

in Figure 6.3. The double-hump in the jQ(r) distribution of Figure

6. 3 (a) becomes even more pronounced in the density distribution of

Figure 6. 4 (a) because of the -- weighting.

An alternative method of estimating the electron number density

is based on the total driven electron current, IQ, since IQ = Nef0 D

where N is the total number of electrons rotating with the rotating

magnetic field, and f is the frequency of rotation. Thus assuming

that the electron density is uniform throughout the plasma, the density
I8

is given by n = y—z where V is the plasma volume. Assuming that this

volume is in the form of an ellipsoid, it is given by V = •=• irR2Z
«j X

where R = separatrix radius and Z = axial position of the neutral
.A.

point. Experimental parameter values appropriate to the cases already

considered in Figure 6.4 are tabulated in the following table, together

with the estimated electron number densities.

I f \c A IA V y

R (cm)

Zx (cm)

f (MHz)

n (m~ 3 )e

Case (a)

2.0

7.8

4.5

0.33

3.3 x 1019

Case (b)

5.0

8.0

4.5

0.33

7.8 x 1019

These density estimates are only approximate because of the

difficulty in estimating R and Z to any precision. Provided that
A

there is no significant toroidal current outside the separatrix,

then this latter method of estimating the electron number density
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is expected to place a lower limit on the density since, in practice,

the density is more likely to be peaked rather than uniform, and the

presence of collisions requires that the total number of electrons

is greater than the N in IQ = Nef.

Taking into account the sources of error inherent in each of the

above methods, the density estimates in the above table are compatible

with those of Figure 6.4. Both methods indicate electron number

densities J^IO19 m~3 in these experiments.

Electron Temperatures

In principle, the preceding analysis could be further extended to

derive electron temperatures from p = nkT with the pressure, p,

derived assuming pressure balance Vp = j x B = — (V x B) x B. The
ô

toroidal field components, B , should be included in such an analysis.

However, it is clear that the overall accuracy achievable by this

procedure would be insufficient to produce meaningful results with

the present data.

Equilibration Time

The electron-ion thermal equilibration time is of relevance for

the forthcoming discussion in Section 6.6. The equilibration time

can be estimated from the following expression derived from the equi-

libration rate quoted by BOOK (1980):

3/2
(m T.+m.T ) '

teq = 5.6 x 1018 V^—— seconds
traerai)2Zeff VnA

(for m , m. in grammes; T , T. in eV; and n. in cm"3). Assuming
6 1 6 1 1

£nA % 10 and T. ^ T , and putting n = Z „ n., the above expression1 6 c y .L JT i

simplifies to:
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tcq = 5.6 x TO
m.

17 1

m*

= 1.2 x 10s
Z ,.,- n
eff e

From the earlier discussion, a value of 5 x 1013 cm"3 can be

taken as a representative electron number density. The equilibra-

tion time at various electron temperatures can then be estimated

assuming the same temperature dependence of I ._ as used earlier

in Section 6.1.

T
e

(cV)

5

10

20

Zeff

2

3.5

6

teq

(US)

130

220

360

Thus for electron temperatures of a few eV or more, the equilibration

time is longer than the duration of the experimental discharge.

Alfvdn Transit Time

A parameter of interest when considering MUD stability is the

Alfvdn transit time. The Alfvdn velocity is given by

Va =
B

T

Taking Z -_n. = n = 5 x 1019 m"3 as a representative density and

assuming Z -r/̂ , and taking B -vlOO gauss as a representative average

field strength, yields v = 6.9 x 10s m/s. Therefore, the transita

time across, say, the 8.4 cm diameter of the torus is TA ^12 ys.
f\
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6.3 THE HUGRASS-KIROLOUS MODEL FOR TOROIDAL

MAGNETIC FIELD GENERATION

A possible mechanism for generating a toroidal magnetic field

configuration of the form shown in Figure 4.27 has been proposed by

HUGRASS and KIROLOUS (1983) . Their mechanism relies on the presence

of screening currents induced in the plasma by the rotating field.

As indicated in Section 5.2, these screening currents distort the

rotating field lines. HUGRASS and KIROLOUS have shown that the
-*• -r

J x B forces, resulting from the coupling of the oscillatory screen-

ing currents with the distorted rotating field, can lead to poloidal

currents of the form required to produce the observed toroidal fields.

Formally, they have considered a conducting sphere placed in a uniform

rotating field. Their analysis has not only predicted the general bi-

directional form of the toroidal field, but has also predicted the

correct directions of the fields in each quadrant.

6.4 INTERPRETATION OF EACH DISCHARGE

Each discharge will now be examined in turn, and an explanation

will be advanced for most of the observed features. Most importantly,

instabilities will not be invoked to explain the termination of the

closed field line (i.e. compact torus) configuration in any of the

three cases. The following interpretations are very plausible, but

they have not been proved conclusively.

The interpretation in each case is based on the following premise.

In order to achieve an equilibrium configuration, pressure balance

must prevail, and a power input consistent with the requirements of

this equilibrium configuration must be available. In the rotamak

case, there is an additional constraint insofar as the current density

distribution should (ideally) be jfl(r) = -neur. Thus, for a fixed

input power and a particular applied vertical field distribution, the
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plasma density, temperature and current density distributions must

evolve in sucli a way as to simultaneously accommodate pressure and

energy balance.

6.4.1 Argon Filling Pressure 2.5 mtorr, B (0,0) = 120 gauss

Initially, ̂ 2.4 MW of power are transferred to the preionized

argon filling gas: the ionization level increases; toroidal current,

IQ, is driven;and various energy-loss mechanisms come into play. It

is reasonable to assume that the plasma parameters adjust themselves

in a self-consistent manner so that a balance is obtained between the

power delivered to the plasma, from the RF sources of the rotating

field, and the power losses to the surroundings via such loss mechan-

isms as line radiation, thermal conduction, etc.; i.e. at equilibrium

P. = P, . Following the initial transient (I. large; separatrix

radius large), the plasma is observed to adopt a configuration with a

quasi-steady value of I . The separatrix, however, is seen to remain

outside the discharge vessel wall. This suggests that the additional

energy loss mechanisms incurred by the plasma-wall interaction can be

accommodated by the input power.

At t ̂ 35 ys (i.e. 2̂5 ys after the start of the discharge), the

input power starts to decrease, steadying after a few microseconds at

0̂.9 MW. The plasma equilibrium configuration changes to accommodate

this input power decrease. In particular, the separatrix is observed

to move inside the vessel, reducing the plasma-wall interaction and

hence the available energy loss channels.

From t ̂ 40 ys to t ̂ 63 ys, the power input and the driven current

remain approximately constant. The plasma configuration appears to

undergo very little change, though there is a slow decrease in the

number of flux contours. Since the total I. remains constant, the
o

current density distribution must still be changing. Small changes in

At
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the configuration must be expected, since the power input is not

precisely a constant.

During this phase, the rotating field fails to completely pene-

trate the plasma interior (see Figure 4.20). On the basis of the

HUGRASS-KIROLOUS theory, the screening currents are expected to

produce a bi-directional toroidal magnetic field structure. There is,

indeed, some evidence of such a field in Figure 4.24 and a "doublet-

type" structure becomes apparent in the flux contours of Figure 5.11.

Apart from modifying the equilibrium configuration, the presence of

this toroidal field appears to have little other effect - at least not

over this timescale of ̂ 23 ys.

Then at t ̂ 63 ys the instantaneous input power drops to ̂ 0.5 MW,

and there is an associated decrease in the amplitude of the rotating

field. This results in the rotating field becoming more strongly

screened out, as is seen in Figure 4.20. (Formally, u> becomes less
. Cc

significant with respect to v ., and the skin depth starts to approach

its classical value.) The increased screening currents produce a

larger toroidal field (see Figure 4.24). The equilibrium configura-

tion evolves accordingly, becoming less oblate with a larger driven

current, !„. It is speculated that the presence of the toroidal mag-

netic field may improve the energy confinement time, resulting in a

larger driven current for a given power input.

This increase in toroidal field strength and increase in I_ pro-

ceeds until the input power drops below 'vO.S MW, whereupon the

instantaneous power delivered to the plasma is insufficient to generate

that value of I required for equilibrium. Since the vertical field
D

remains essentially constant, the plasma toroid collapses radially

inwards towards the major axis. A small amount of current is still

driven, but it is insufficient to reverse the on-axis vertical field.
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The driven current finally disappears as the rotating field dies away.

6.4.2 Argon Filling Pressure 2.5 mtorr, B (0,0) = 275 gauss

Initially, this case follows similar lines to the previous case.

The plasma configuration evolves towards an equilibrium consistent

with the input power and the applied vertical field. The separatrix

is inside the vessel throughout the whole of the first current plateau

phase, and the value of IQ during this phase is larger than that in

the previous case. Again, the rotating field fails to penetrate com-

pletely, and significant toroidal field is present during this plateau

phase.

At t ̂ 35 ys the input power starts to drop. The penetration

becomes slightly worse (Figure 4.21), the toroidal field increases

(Figure 4.25), the configuration becomes less oblate (Figure 5.12),

and IQ increases. These are similar to the changes observed at the
o

end of the current plateau in the preceding case.

These changes proceed until the input power falls to ̂ 1 MW, at

which point the driven current necessary for equilibrium can no longer

be sustained and starts to fall. The configuration collapses towards

the major axis. The driven current falls to a level where it is

insufficient to reverse the on-axis field and a mirror-like configura-

tion is achieved. For the remainder of the discharge, the driven

current remains remarkably "steady" (second current plateau). During

this phase, the poloidal magnetic field lines are all open and, where

the field lines pass through the wall of the vessel, the plasma

pressure must be balanced by the wall, i.e. the plasma in these regions

is wall-confined.

The configuration is finally terminated by the end of the RF pulse.

Even though there are obviously screening currents present, as

evidenced by the lack of rotating field penetration seen in Figure 4.21,
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no toroidal fields are observed during this second plateau phase.

Note, however, that during this phase the rotating field is not

screened out in the centre of the vessel (see Figure 4.21 at r = z = 0),

so the resulting rotating field distribution within the plasma must be

different to that considered by HUGRASS and KIROLOUS. It is conceiv-

able that this difference is sufficient to prevent the formation of

the poloidal currents required to generate the toroidal field.

6.4.3 Argon Filling Pressure 6.9 mtorr, B (0,0) = 295 gauss

The initial argon filling pressure in this case is over three

times that used in the previous two cases. It is conceivable that,

during the initial transient phase, this could lead to a denser plasma

with larger screening currents. These, in turn, could lead to a bi-

directional toroidal field structure. There is certainly some

suggestion of a toroidal field at the time of peak current, IQ (seeo

Figure 4.26). The triple-peaked poloidal flux configuration seen in

Figure 5.13, may then be simply a superposition of a "single peak"

structure (as observed in the previous two cases) and a "doublet-type"

structure (caused by the toroidal magnetic field).

Following this initial transient phase, a steady current plateau

is not achieved. Instead, IQ falls to a minimum value and then starts
D

to increase again. At the time of minimum I., the flux contours have
o

developed a marked asymmetry with respect to the z = 0 plane (see

Figure 5.13). It should be noted that, with this degree of asymmetry

present, the assumptions used in deriving the flux contours (e.g. the

assumed symmetry about the z-axis) may no longer be valid.

The asymmetry is difficult to explain. It appears highly

reproducible since Figure 5.13 is constructed from over 300 separate

plasma discharges. As noted in Section 6.1, this asymmetry appears

to be correlated with an asymmetry in the toroidal magnetic field
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shown in Figure 4.26. It is of interest to note that the mechanism

for toroidal'field generation proposed by IIUGRASS and KIROLOUS does

not explicitly require that the same amount of flux be generated in

the two quadrants (i.e. the net flux need not be zero) - though, in

general, this is expected to be the case from symmetry considerations.

Similarly, there is no explicit reason (apart from symmetry) to expect

the toroidal fluxes to decay symmetrically. It is conceivable that a

slight misalignment of the vertical field coils and/or the Helmholtz

coils with respect to the discharge vessel could produce some

asymmetries. No special precautions were taken in aligning these

coils. The vertical field coils, for example, were positioned using

a metre rule with a resulting accuracy of, at best, ±1 mm about their

nominal positions. The measured rotating field *in vaauo does appear

to be marginally (about a few per cent) stronger in the positive-z

quadrant. Whether such field errors could lead to such a gross

asymmetry, as seen in Figure 5.13, has not been investigated. There

is also a possible systematic error in the positioning of the magnetic

probes (i.e. in the position of the MACOR block) with respect to the

centre of the vessel. It is estimated that this should be no more

than ±2 mm, and could not account for the observed asymmetry.

Alternatively, the asymmetry could be attributed to an instability

(perhaps a tilt or shift instability). If so, it does not appear to be

totally disruptive since the current subsequently-increases and the

flux contours become more symmetrical again.

The plasma continues to evolve in a manner closely akin to that

observed at the very end of the first current plateau in the two

previous cases, namely, !„ increases and the toroidal field becomes

very pronounced. This is consistent with the idea of screening

currents being more important in this higher initial filling pressure

case. TV
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This phase is terminated when the instantaneous input power

starts to drop below ̂ 2.7 MW. The relatively large I. required for

equilibrium can no longer be sustained, and the configuration

collapses. A small amount of current, insufficient to reverse the

on-axis field, is driven for the remainder of the RF pulse, and a

mirror-like magnetic field configuration results. The driven current

in this case shows no sign of a "steady" second current plateau phase

as has been observed in one of the previous cases. It would appear

that this cannot be attributed entirely to insufficient rotating

field magnitude, as the penetration (Figure 4.22) appears to be no

worse than at the corresponding time in the two previous types of

discharge (Figures 4.20 and 4.21).

One possible explanation, for the very small value of Ifl achieved

during the latter half of this discharge, is that the "afterglow"

plasma remaining after the collapse of the closed field configuration

is sufficiently dense that significant "slip" occurs (i.e. electrons

are detached from the rotating field lines by collisions). Under

such conditions, the rotating field would indeed be severely screened

out from the plasma interior. However, it is possible that this

latter effect is partially compensated by the "end-effect" (i.e. a

coupling of screening currents with the strong vertical field to

enhance the rotating field - see Appendix A). Indeed, the B.(r) dis-

tributions shown in Figure 4.22 are consistent with "end-effect"

behaviour. In these circumstances, the driven current, IQ, would be

limited by slip, yet the rotating field would be enhanced by the end-

effect.

It should be noted that the end-effect cannot operate in a closed

field line situation. So despite the screening currents which must be

present in the case shown in Figure 4.20, there is no enhanced rotating

field.
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6.5 THE EFFECT OF A CONDUCTING WALL

A vessel equipped with closely spaced conducting rings was used

to investigate the effect of a conducting wall on the discharge

characteristics. This arrangement still allowed the rotating field

to penetrate the discharge vessel.

The driven current, IQ, is shown in Figure 4.40 as a function ofo

argon filling pressure and externally applied vertical field strength.

These results are not directly comparable to those of the previous

case without conducting rings (Figure 4.8), since there is now a

quasi-steady applied vertical field plus an additional (variable)

contribution from the induced ring currents. In practice, the results

in Figure 4.40 bear a resemblance to the previous results at appro-

priately larger applied vertical field strengths. In general, the

steady current plateau phase is less clearly defined than in the case

without conducting rings. There is some evidence, particularly at

higher applied vertical fields, of a second steady current plateau

phase which presumably corresponds to a mirror-like configuration.

One motivation for these experiments was the contention that, if

plasma wall contact could be prevented, larger currents may be sus-

tainable for the same power input. The results are not in conflict

with this idea, but the results are rather inconclusive. For example,

with an argon filling pressure of 2.5 mtorr and an applied vertical

field, B , of "u57 gauss, a driven current in excess of ̂ 5 kA is main-

tained for ̂ 50 PS after the start of the discharge (Figure 4.40).

However, similar results can be obtained without conducting rings if

a stronger vertical field (̂ 235 gauss) is applied (Figure 4.8). A

reduction in plasma wall contact during the initial transient phase

(when without a conducting shell the separatrix is outside the vessel

wall) could be expected to lead to a cleaner plasma during the subse-

TV
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quent plateau phase. However, impurities cannot be expected to have

significant effects in a strongly radiating argon plasma.

Conducting rings are expected to produce their most noticeable

effect in situations where the plasma would otherwise be wall-

confined, e.g. for those cases with no applied vertical field. Here

again, the introduction of conducting rings does not appear to have

a significant effect on the driven current, except perhaps at the

4.2 mtorr filling pressure (Figure 4.40).

Do the conducting rings in fact act as a poloidal flux conserver?

This is certainly anticipated to be the case from the way in which

these rings effectively screen out the slowly varying applied vertical

field (Figure 4.38). But again, the actual results are inconclusive.

Figure 4.44 implies that the separatrix is outside the conducting rings

(These results are reproducible, and cannot be accounted for by

possible systematic errors in the probe position.) The most likely

explanation is that there is a significant local perturbation of the

magnetic flux in the vicinity of the probe port, since the probe port

introduces a "hole" into the conducting "shell". The usual rule-of-

thuriib suggests that the perturbation will extend to a distance com-

parable to the physical dimensions of the "hole" (̂ 1.5 x 5.0 cm). This

could account for the results seen in Figure 4.44(a), and would imply

that the separatrix must be well inside the vessel in the other two

cases shown in Figures 4.44(b) and (c).

A curious "second current plateau" is observed in the case shown

in Figure 4.43. The magnetic probe measurements (Figure 4.43) imply

that this is another closed field line (compact torus) configuration.

The corresponding separatrix position is indicated in Figure 4.44(c)

by a dotted line.

To summarize, these experiments have failed to demonstrate any
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substantial benefits to be gained from the use of conducting rings.

Nevertheless, it is clear that they do not hinder the formation of

compact torus configurations.

6.6 APPLICATION OF MUD EQUILIBRIUM THEORY TO THE ROTAMAK DATA

Axisymmetric toroidal equilibria are described by solutions of

the Grad-Shafranov equation:

where 7 is the stream function proportional to the poloidal flux,

p(40 is the pressure and !(¥) is proportional to the total poloidal

current. For the case where there is no toroidal field, the above

equation reduces to:

(6-2)
Neither of these equations strictly apply to the present experiments,

where a toroidal field is present but the poloidal currents are not

surface functions, i.e. I *• !(¥). However, at certain times during

the discharge, the toroidalfield component is relatively small. By

neglecting it altogether, it is possible to obtain solutions to

equation (6.2), and these may provide some insight into the plasma

behaviour. The equation is solved by assuming some functional form

for p(40 .

An Analytic Model

A simple analytic solution to equation (6.2) is obtained by assum-

ing that p « V (SOLUV'EV (1976)) giving:

22

(6.3)

This solution describes compact torus-like equilibria (see Figure 6.5)

where B = B (0,0), R is the position of the separatrix on the r-axis
3. 2
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and e = R/Z where Z is the position of the neutral point on the z-
X X

axis. The maximum value of \V\ occurs at r = R//2 , the position of

the magnetic axis. Solutions with e <1 describe a prolate configura-

tion, with c = 0 a spherical configuration (the Hill's vortex

solution) and, with e >1, an oblate configuration.

Substitution of this solution into equation (6.2) yields:

4B_ r 2
L + -V

Upon integrating, this gives:

4B r 2-1
= --M 1 +^ U

y R2 L * J
(6.4)

2

o

where it has been assumed that p = 0 along the separatrix (Y = 0), i.e.

the plasma is contained entirely within the closed flux surfaces.

For an axisymmetric toroidal equilibrium with no toroidal fie i,

. 1 W= IQ r "§7

Hence, j = r -^ ,

and, for the particular solution under consideration,

a
y o

Now, with the assumption that the electrons all rotate as a rigid

rotor (i.e. j = -n erui), the electron number density can be determined:
9 e

4B 2 -,

T4 J
n = — + ' C6.5)

Thus, for this model, the electron number density is seen to be

uniformly distributed (i.e. independent of r and z) .
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The plasma temperature may be derived for two limiting cases.

(i) Assuming that the plasma consists of electrons at tempera-

ture T and cold ions (i.e. T. = 01 . p = n kT . Substi-
e JL ' ' L e e

tuting from equations (6.4) and (6.5) gives:

(6.6)

(ii) Assuming that the plasma consists of ions and electrons

at the same temperature (i.e. T =T. =T) and putting
n

n. = T. - , leads to:
1 Zeff

(6.7)
eff

Assuming rigid rotor rotation, the total current is given by

' ie
 = Nef =

where V = plasma volume. Now the volume contained within the separa-

trix surface is

v = A,R=

Substituting in the above equation leads to

Alternatively, this can be written as

•*""'[ I. £]9 3 y Reo
B R2

where I*,.I = —— is the maximum value of Y.1 M1 8

In summary, an analytic model equilibrium has been described

which is compact torus-like in configuration, has p « "F and has, as a

consequence of the rigid rotor assumption, a uniform particle number

density. The properties of this model equilibrium are detailed in

Figure 6.5.
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FIG. 6.5 Summary of results from simple analytic model
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The question now arises: is this model helpful in the interpre-

tation of the present rotamak experiments? This question is examined

by analyzing the same two cases as investigated previously in Section

6.2, vhat is, at selected times during the current plateau phases when

the toroidal field is expected to be relatively less important. The

following table summarizes the measured quantities for the two cases.

R (m)

Zx (m)

e

Ie (kA)

Case (a)
fp = 2.5 mtorr)

(By(0,0) = 120 gauss)

5.5 x 10'6

0.078

0.045

1.7

2.0

Case (b)
(p = 2.5 mtorr)

(Bv(0,0) = 275 gauss)

1.7 x 10-5

0.08

0.045

1.8

5.0

Assuming that the analytic model equilibrium does indeed provide

an appropriate description of the actual experimental situation,

equations (6.9), (6.5) and (6.6) (or 6.7) can be used to estimate the

total toroidal current, IQ> the uniformly distributed electron numbero

density, n , and the maximum electron temperature (which occurs at
G

the magnetic axis). These estimates are shown in the following table.

IQ (kA)o
f -•>.-,*ne (m 3)

•pmax feV)'''
e

Case (a)

1.2

2.0 x 1019

11

Case (b)

3.6

5.7 x 1019

35

*The 2.5 mtorr gas fill, once ionized, would

yield ne = 8.3 x 10" m-
3.

"'"Assuming T. = 0

Furthermore, from equation (6.3),
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(6.10)

This relationship is plotted in Figure 6.6 together with the experi-

mental data for the two cases being considered.

The agreement shown in Figure 6.6 is not particularly good. The

predicted toroidal currents, IQ, in the above table are also

significantly lower than the measured currents. The predicted den-

sities and temperatures given above, are not unreasonable, though it

must be stressed that no independent measurements of these quantities

have been made. (Note that the relatively long equilibration times

indicated in Section 6.2 tend to support the assumption of cold ions

used above.)

The model may also be used to provide some insight into the

functional dependence of the equilibrium. In particular, from

equation (6.8), it can be seen that, if the plasma geometry is kept

fixed (i.e. R and e are constant), then Ifi
 a B . But B is a linear

W cL 3.

superposition of the applied vertical field and the field generated

by the toroidal current, i.e.

Ba = BzC°»0) = Bv(0'0) + V0'0)

Since the current density distribution (jR = -neur) and the

plasma geometry are both fixed, B (0,0) must be proportional to the

total current, i.e. IQ = BT(0,0). Under these conditions it follows
o 1

that I. <* B (0,0). Hence, it can be deduced that the experimentally
0 V

observed linear relationship between the applied vertical field,

B (0,0), and the driven current (as shown in Figure 6.1) is simply a

consequence of MHD equilibrium. However, in practice, the linear

relationship appears to hold under less restrictive conditions than

those assumed above since the geometry is not identical for all the
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FIG. 6.6 versus r/R. Solid line is given by
equation (6.10). Closed circles are for
p = 2.5 mtorr, By (0,0) = 120 gauss, and
open circles are for p = 2.5 mtorr,
Bv(0,0) = 275 gauss
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cases shown in Figure 6.1, and it is not clear that the current

density distribution is the same in every case.

Numerical Solution of the Grad-Shafranov Equation

The above analytic model assumed, at the outset, that p « ¥.

If a more general relationship between p and V (e.g. p « V ) is

assumed, the Grad-Shafranov equation has to be solved numerically.

STORER (1982;1983) has obtained numerical solutions of the Grad-

Shafranov equation by using an appropriately modified version of the

Princeton MHD equilibrium code (JOHNSON et al. (1979)) which allows

for the currents in the external vertical field coils, and for

geometrical constraints which limit the plasma region. Using his

numerical code STORER (1983) searched for the best fit to the experi-

mental data as the parameter a was varied. To obtain the best fit

(a = 1.6), it proved necessary to also adjust the vertical field and

the toroidal plasma current (STORER - private communication).

General Comments

Some discrepancies between the theoretical predictions and the

measured parameters are almost inevitable as the above models have

neglected the toroidal magnetic field which is present in the experi-

ments. This field must have an influence on the equilibrium configura-

tion.

The analytic model further assumes that the initially imposed

vertical field is spatially uniform rather than the mirror-like verti-

cal field applied in the actual experiments.

The rotating magnetic field is not explicitly included in these

models.

6.7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, these experiments have demonstrated the following:

.**
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(i) Compact torus configurations can be generated using the

rotating field technique. ,

(ii) A linear relationship exists between the applied vertical
•I

field and the driven toroidal current. j

(iii) Under certain conditions, a self-generated toroidal mag- |
1

netic field is observed and can be attributed to the <

presence of screening currents.
i

(iv) A second, mirror-like, mode of rotamak operation is

possible under certain conditions.

On the basis of the experimentally determined input power to the '

plasma, it has been possible to explain qualitatively most of the

features observed in these experiments.

Of particular importance is the apparent absence of disruptive
i

instabilities. However, it is difficult to draw any definite con-

clusions regarding gross stability, since the duration of equilibrium

phases with constant power input has been limited, in these experiments,

to about two Alfve"n transit times.

The presence of an azimuthally-conducting shell around the dis-

charge vessel has been shown not to hinder the formation of compact

torus configurations, though it has not been clearly demonstrated that
«i

there are any substantial benefits to be gained from the presence of

such a shell, particularly if one is using argon as the filling gas.

The applicability of a simple analytic model to describe the

equilibrium has been investigated. The agreement between the values
f

of parameters derived from this model and the corresponding measured

values is not entirely satisfactory. Nevertheless, such simple models

may still be useful for approximate estimates of parameter values.

6.8 FUTURE WORK ' !

To completely settle the stability issue, it is desirable to
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perform longer timescale experiments. Ideally, these should be con-

ducted with c.w. RF generators operating in a constant current mode.

Already some low power (MS kW oscillator), long duration (̂ 10 ms)

experiments have been undertaken to complement the studies reported

in this thesis. These experiments have achieved stable compact

torus configurations (with both argon and deuterium plasmas) which

have lasted for the duration of the RF pulse. Moreover, these con-

figurations have been excited, by imposing an oscillatory perturba-

tion on the applied vertical field, without any adverse effects.

(Some early results from these long duration experiments are included

in the papers by DURANCE et al. (1982(a),(b)).

If the equilibrium configuration can be sustained, as indicated

by these low power experiments, then the next most important issue is

the question of energy balance. It is reasonable to assume that the

argon experiments reported in this thesis are limited by line radia-

tion. Future experiments should employ hydrogen or deuterium, and

particular emphasis should be placed on the measurements of the energy

content of the plasma and the energy confinement time, and on the

energy loss mechanisms. This will require, among other things, the

determination of temperature and density distributions within the

plasma.

An investigation of ion spin-up is also required.

In the longer term, methods of supplementary heating will have to

be investigated.

To complement these experimental studies, a theoretical analysis

of plasma equilibrium and stability in the presence of a rotating

magnetic field is required.

'r\
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THE BLEVIN-THONEMANN END EFFECT
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It has been observed experimentally (BLEVIN and THONEMANN (1962))

that under certain conditions, a rotating magnetic field can be

amplified within the magnetized plasma to which it is applied. It has

also been observed that if a linearly polarized RF magnetic field is

applied transversely to a magnetized plasma, a rotating magnetic field

is induced in the plasma with a sense of rotation parallel to the

steady magnetic field (MILLER (1968)).

These observations have been qualitatively explained in terms of

an "end effect" whereby screening currents, which are normally present

during the application of RF fields, interact with the steady magnetic

fields at the ends of the discharge tube and generate additional RF

currents of the appropriate phase and distribution so as to amplify (or

generate) the rotating field in the plasma.

HUGRASS (1982c) has developed a theory for these experimentally

observed effects. For analytical simplicity he has investigated the

particular case of a spherical conductor placed in a steady magnetic

field and a perpendicular, oscillatory magnetic field. In brief, he

has found that:

(i) If the applied oscillatory field is linearly polarized,

the magnetic field induced in the conducting sphere has

a rotating component for which the angular velocity, u ,

is parallel to the steady field;

(ii) if the applied oscillatory field is rotating (circularly

polarized), its penetration into the conducting sphere

is enhanced or impeded with respect to the classical skin

effect depending on whether the sense of rotation is

parallel or anti-parallel to the steady field.

An experiment was undertaken in the rotamak apparatus in which

only one of the Helmholtz coils was energized; that is, a linearly
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polarized transverse magnetic field was generated in lieu of a rotat-

ing field. A driven current, I , was detected but only for a limited

range of initial argon filling pressures and vertical field strengths.

A typical example is shown in Figure A.I.

FIG. A.I IQ(t) obtained using one RF generator

(Blevin-Thonemann end effect). Argon

filling pressure 1.0 mtorr;

By(0,0) = 160 gauss.

Two observations can be made: only one current plateau phase can

be distinguished and, secondly, the corresponding value of IQ is found0.

to fit naturally on to the second current plateau line in Figure 6.1.

The sense of I is such that it weakens the applied vertical magnetic

field within the current ring. These results are in agreement with

HUGRASS1 analysis, and with his further conclusion (private communic-

tion) that the Blevin-Thonemann end effect can only be effective if

the field lines are open (i.e. a compact torus configuration cannot

be generated by a linearly polarized RF magnetic field).

These experimental results are in direct contradiction with those

reported by TUCZEK (1982) for a similar experiment. TUCZEK observed

that the application of linearly-polarized transverse RF field resulted

in the strengthening of the vertical field on-axis. This discrepancy

remains to be resolved.



APPENDIX B

FLOW CHARTS OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAMS USED TO ANALYZE

THE MAGNETIC PROBE DATA AND PRODUCE POLOIDAL FLUX PLOTS



FIG. B.I A flow chart of the program MPDATA which is used to
analyze the experimental magnetic probe data and
to write the derived poloidal flux data onto disk.
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NOTES ON PROGRAM MPDATA

•

1. Each input data file recorded on diskette consisted of In(t) and
D

B7(t) data recorded at some probe position (r,z).
Lt

2. To allow for shot-to-shot timing jitter, an option to search for

the start of the recorded signal is provided. However, rather

than search on the B (t) data, which can be very small at certain

probe positions, the search is implemented on the simultaneously
•

recorded current signal, I (t). If this option is not used, it

is assumed that all recorded signals commence at the same time

(i.e. in some specified channel).

3. Computer memory limitations restrict the stored B (r,z) and <|;(r,z)
z

arrays to a few (<40) specified timesteps rather than the total

1024 timesteps of the original input data.

4. The output files written onto diskette consist of arrays of ijj-data

together with the appropriate positional (r,z) information,

ijj-data corresponding to different timesteps are written into

different files. The extension numbers associated with the file-

names are used to identify the timestep associated with that

particular file.



FIG. B.2 A flow chart of the program CONTR2 which is used
to read the poloidal flux data prepared by MPDATA
and to derive contours of constant flux
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NOTES ON PROGRAM CONTR2

1. Because of computer memory limitations, the iKr) data at each

z-position are interpolated to a common set of radial posi-

tions. This reduces the size of the array required for radial-

position information. (In practice, most of the experiments

were performed at a common set of radial positions anyway.)

2. Computer memory limitations also impose restraints on the total

number of contours, which can be stored.
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